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Applications for NMGSL Increase
As Eligibility Gro-ws More Li01ited
Applications for the New Mexico
Guaranteed Student Loan are up
123 percent over last year, Sarah
Branch, vice president of the newly
formed New Mexico Educational
Assistance Foundation said.
The number of loan requests by
the end of August last year was
2630 for $5.9 million, Branch said,
August 1981 loan:; jumped to 4180
applicants for $10.5 million.
Branch said statistics for Sep·
tember are not finalized but as of
Sept. 24 the amount was up to $15
million, with a loan value of $18
million predicted for the 1981-82
school year.
Branch attributed the increase to
cuts in other financial aid programs
and a rush to beat the Oct. 1
deadline when people earning over
the $39,000 ceiling cap initiated by
President Reagan will no longer be
eligible for the NMGSL. There was
no income restriction in the past.
"Financial aid officers have

indicated they will rely heavily on
our loan program this year because
of . cuts in other financial aid
areas," Branch said. "UNM and
New Mexico State Universtiy ran
out of National Defense Student
Loan money in the early part of
June and their financial aid offices
are among many all over the state
who are pushing our loan
program."
The foundation, now connected
with UNM, is planning to become
an independent agency after Jan. 1.
Branch said that before the
formation of the Foundation and
the New Mexico Student Loan
Guarantee Corporation, it would
not have been possible to meet this
need. The non-profit corporations
were formed to administer and
guarantee loans, in response to the
state legislature's passage of the
Educational Assistance Act.
The act is designed to increase
opportunities for higher education

by· stimulating the C!Vailablity of
financial assistance.
The program now has the
flexibility to borrow and invest in
the bond market to obtain additional funds. In the past, the
NMGSL was administered through
UNM by contract with the state and
funds were restricted to severance
tax income, a tax paid by private
industry for extraction of nonreplaceable natural resources.
"The student loan program had
$10 million to work with over the
year, which was not sufficient to
meet the needs of all the students in
New Mexico," Branch said. "We
were out of funds by December."
Jn addition to expanding their
sources of income, the foundation
has plans to assume responsibility
for the accounting and collection of
the National Direct Student Loan
and students' loans from individual
banks. Branch 5aid this will en-

continued on page 3

SchnJitt's UNM Schedule Detailed
U.S. Sen. Harrison ''Jack" Schmitt's office has announced SchRegina "Gina" Villareal expresses her approval yesterday when she mitt's schedule for his University of
was crowned the 1!}81 UNM Homecoming ·aueen at Smith Plaza. New ~ico campus visit Friday.
Schmitt will spend the day
Marcella Flores was runner-up and Sandy Bundrant was 2nd tunnel·
visiting with students, student
up.
financial aid officials and faculty,
Schmitt's
Albuquerque
office
Jell AltJxander

announced.
From 8:45 to 9:50a.m., Schmitt
is scheduled to meet with College of
Engineering Dean Gerald May and
engineering faculty in Room 218 of
the Mechanical Engineering
Building.
At 10 a.m., Schmitt will speak to
Professor Paul Hain's Legislative
Process Class in Mitchell Hall 108.
Sch!Ditt will t.hen meet.withUNM
Assistant Vace Pres1dent Ted
Martinez, and Student Financial
Aid officials Fred Chreist, John

_ D-epart Inent s
- tud-ents
Arch 1•t ec. t ure
••
.
Make Energy E ff
· ICiency a Reahty :~::dJ~r~:.:~~3i:;:rr••i••h•
·

A building remodeled for greater
energy efficiency by architecture
students at the University of New
Mexico- reduced its electricity
consumption by 50 percent in
August, the first month the
. building operated with energysaving features.
Students
in
the
Urban
Appropriate Technology course, a
four-Week class offered last
summer by UNM's Division of
Continuing Education, performed
an energy conscious retrofit of the
building at 120 Yale SE, which
houses the Design and Planning
Assistance Center, an outreach
program providing free architectural services to nonprofit
groups.
A joint effort of Stephen Dent,
assistant professor of architecture,
and Paul Lusk, associate professor
of architecture, the course provided
an opportunity for students to get
actual construction experience.
"This class provided ll key
hands-on experience · for our
students which will make them
more prepared for reallife practices
in architecture,'' Dent said. "Half
the students were women and many
had never even been on a construction site before. After working
as a carpenter, a student Will realize
it's not always easy to build
something that'-s beendrawn. That
lesson usually isn't learned until
four or five years after a student
_
.
graduates.''
A design seminar waS conducted
by Lusk last sJ)ting to calculate heat
toss and heat gain iMorntation,
provide design work and determine
the economic feasibility of
proposed systems prior to the statt

,I

-

of construction.
Estimating that an energy
conscious retrofit to the building
would reduce utility costs by ap·
proximately $100 a month, the
students approached the building's
owner with their proposal. Aware
that the proposed remodeling
would increase the value of his
property as well as reduce utility
bills, the owner agreed to provide
$6000 for the project.
New energy-conserving features
of the building include a 36-foot
long clerestory window, similar to a
raised skylight. By letting daylight
into the building this window
reduces the need for electric lighting
by one-third to one-half.
Because electric lights also
produce heat, a reduction in
lighting will automatically decrease
air conditioning demands in the
summer. In addition, the window is
consttucted to allow the: low winter
sunlight _ to enter the building and
. provide heat, but prevents the high
summer sun from directly
penetrating the building, providing
only indirect light in summer
months.
Students also insulated the ceiling
and outside walls, rebuilt the en•
trance with an air lock, installed a
large sky light and bUilta new entry
ramp. To demonstrate their interest
in aesthetics, the seminar students
designed and built a large stained
glass window which is displayed ill
the front window.
•' In commercial buildings such as
this, the lighting and cooling
demands, which are provided by
electricity, are much greater than
heating demands," Dent _ said.
.. Our remodeling will definitely

·

-

•

reduce this building's lighting and
cooling needs."
"The work performed by this
class provides a wonderful example
of what can be done to make
similar buildings more energy
efficient," Dent said. "It was a
challenge to see what could be done
within our budget to conserve
energy. This building doesn't have
a southern exposure and wasn't a
prime candidate for installation of
a solar system, but certainly
demonstrates that energy-conserving systems can be implemented."

meet and talk with students.
At 1:45 p.m., Schmitt will visjt
t11e Latin American Institute at 801
Yale Blvd.
The ASUNM student government will then host a meeting from
2:30 to 3:30 p.m. in the Kiva
Auditorium between Schmitt and
all interested st\ldents, faculty and
administrators.
During
the
meeting, Schmitt will make short
remarks and answer questions from
UNM students.

Basement Houses Mammals
Collected for Biology Studies
Suzanne Smith
If you get lost in the basement of
the Biology building and wander
into a room to find a coyote
snarling at you, don't be alarmed.
He's stuffed. So are the rest of the

Homecoming Events
Today's Homecoming Events
11 a.m.: tours ofthecampus in the "Alum-mobileu for Classof'31
. members. Leaves from the fountain neat Popejoy Hall.
Noon • 1 p.m.: Students musical salute to alumni: Smith Plaza (in
front of Zimmerman Library).
6:30 p.m.: Golden Reunion Celebration for the Class of '31;
Albuquerque Country Club; cocktails at 6:30 p.rn., dinner at 7:30
p.m. Free for Class of'31 members and spouses. Thecostis$15per
person forpre-'31 alumi.
6:30 p.m.: 40s Students Reunion, honoring the 40th_ reunion of the
Class of '41; Four Seasons Motor Inn; cocktails at6:30 p.m., dinner
at 7:30 p.m., dancing to music ofthe 40s until to p.m. The cost is
$16 per person, $32 a couple. RSVP to Maxine Friedman, 255-6338.
7:30p.m.: Women's Volleyball team vs. Japanese National team;
Johnson Gym, $2.
8:15p.m.: Albuquerque Opera Theatre presents Verdi's A Masked

Ball; Popejoy Hall. Tickets at Ticketmaster outlets or at AOT. Call
243.0591 for details.

From 12:30 to 1:30 p.m., Schmitt

will be in the SUB's north lobby to

·

animals in the Mammalogy
Museum.
But don't expect to find lions,
tigers and bears. What you will see
inside, are aisles of green, bugproof metal cases which house the
45,000 plus animals there. The
coyote is one of the few mounted
specimens in the museum.
This is a research collection. The
stuffed skins and skulls of each type
of species are kept in drawers. If
left out in the open, bugs would
destroy the skins in a matter of
days. And if all the animals were
mounted, it would take rive
buildings the size of the Biology
department to store them in.
The museum was started some 30
years ago as a small teaching
collection. As graduate students
collected specimens for their
research, the collection grew. State
and environmental impact firms
and private citizens have donated
animals to the museum.
Though the museum will serve as
a research source for the new
Historical Museum downtown,
Curator Sarah George makes it
clear that they're not trying to
become one themselves. The
tnajority of their collection consists
smaller animals such as moles, bats,
chiJ)munks, weasels and squirrels.
"t'b do research on genetic
variations, you gerterally have to

continued oh)J<Jge 3
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World News

Egyptian Parliament Nominates
Vice President To Replace Sadat

by United Press International

Committee Votes Against AWACS
WASHINGTON -The House Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, in defecting
Foreign Affairs Committee voted from the list of 50 Senate sponsors
28-8 Wednesday to block the $8.5 of a resolution to disapprove the
billion arms sale to Saudi Arabia, sale. Fifty-one votes are needed to
the first congressional setback in block the deal if all the senators
President Reagan's uphill battle to vote.
win approval for the controversial
On the Senate floor, three
deal.
previously undeclared senators The committee vote reinforced Richard Lugar, R-Ind., Jeremiah
the likelihood the full House will Denton, R-Ala., and Harry Byrd,
formally object to the plan to sell Virginia independent - announced
five Airborne Warning and Control they would support Reagan.
.
Systems planes and other hardware
They had been considered as
to the Saudis.
"leaning for" the sale and assistant
But both houses of Congress Senate Democratic leader Alan
must veto the deal to block it.
Cranston, an opponent of the deal,
After the meeting, Sen. Alan did not seemed concerned about the
Simpson. R-Wyo., joined Sen. declarations.

"The count I have currently is 55
committed or leaning against the
sale, 32 committed or leaving for
the sale, leaving 13 in doubt."
He predicted the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, of which he
is a member, will vote against the
sale when it comes up there next
wd · d
"
e nes ay ·
The House committee action
came after two and a half hours of
debate, interrupted several times by
floor votes. Eighteen Democrats
linkeq up with lO GOP membersincluding
ranking
Republican
William Broomfield of Michiganto reject the sale.

GET READY!

*
ARE COMING/

Tuesday, Oct. 13
8:00p.m.
UNM Arena
(All seats reserved)

Tickets at all Ticketmaster locations
An ASUNM·PEC!Sky Island Production

CAIRO, Egypt - The Egyptian
parliament nominated Vice
President Hosni Mubara.k Wednesday to succeed slain President
Anwar Sadat and the government
said "Moslem Janatics" were
responsible for his assassination.
As parliament met to virtually
confirm Mubarak as Egypt's next
president by a vote of 330-0, official after official eulogized Sadat,
weeping through their speeches.
Deputy Premier Fuad Mohieddin
said Sadat rose in defiance to face
the assassins who cut him down in a
'hail of bullets and grenade
fragments Tuesday as he reviewed a
military parade.
"We tried to pull him down, but
he stood up in defiance,"
Mohieddin said. "That was his
nature. That was the last lesson
from Anwar Sadat."
Defense Minister Lt. Gen.
Abdul-Halim Abu-Ghazala said the
four rebel soldiers who killed Sadat
were Moslem fanatics acting alone,
without the support of the Egyptian
army or foreign countries.
Three former presidents and
friends of Sadat - Jimmy Carter,
Gerald Ford and Richard Nixon . arranged to attend the funeral

Stock Market Report
NEW YORK The stock
market, shaking off Middle East
uncertainties, produced by the
killing of Egyptian President
A
S d
d
h
d
nwar ~ at, score a s. arp a.n
broad gam Wednesday m active
trading with takeover situations
dominating action.
The Dow Jones industrial
average, which lost 3,61 points
Tuesday
following
Sadat's
assassination, rebounded 12.46
points to 868.72. The Dow has risen
44,71 points since hitting a 16month low of 824 on Sept. 25.
The New York Stock Exchange
index soared 1.10 to 70.13 and the
price of an average share increased
46 cents. Advances routed declines
1150-363 among the 1885 issues
traded,
Big Board volume totaled 50
million shares compared with 45,46
million traded during Tuesday's
session.
Composite volume of NYSE
issues listed on all U.S. exchanges
and over the counter at 4 p.m.
totaled 57.07 million shares

compared with 51.62 million traded
Tuesday.
The American Stock Exchange
index rose 3.72 to 312.41 and the
price of a share added 18 cents.
Advances topped declines 394-185
among the 759 issues . traded.
Volume totaled 4.27 million shares
compared with 4,34 million
Tuesday.
The National Association of
Securities Dealers' NASDAQ index
of over the counter stocks gained
2.91 to 188.79.
On the NYSE trading floor,
Dean Witter Reynolds stock, which
climbed 5 7/8 points Tuesday, did
not trade at the company's request
pending a board meeting Thursday.
Santa Fe International, which
soared 17 1/4 points Tuesday, was
the most active issue, up 1/8 to 42
1/2 with blocks of 200,000 shares
and 100,000 shares, both at 43 1/2.
Kuwait has agreed to buy the
company for $2.5 billion or $51 a
share.
.On the Amex, Dome Petroleum
was the most active Amex issue, off
l/4to 117/8,

Tense Holiday in Israel
TEL AVIV, Israel - Israeli
police tightened security checks at
the Wailing Wall and in Arab East
Jerusalem Wednesday fearing
demonstrations by Palestinian
opponents of slain Anwar Sadat as
the Jewish nation shut down for the
holiest day of the year, Yom
Kippur.
The Day of Atonement, the most
solemn day in the Jewish calendar,
began at sundown after an
emergency cabinet meeting called to
discuss Sadat's assassination.
Police said 150,000 Jews were
expected to pray at Jerusalem's
Wailing Wall, the sole remnant of

the second temple which was
destroyed by the Romans.
In all, the Ministry for Religious
Affairs said a million Jews were
expected to pray in the nation's
7600 synagogues during Yom
Kippur, the day eight years ago that
Sadat attacked Israel in 18 days of
fighting that took over 2600 Israeli
lives.
Israelis closed their businesses,
parked their cars and retreated
inside until the Shofar, the ram's
horn used in ancient times to call
the population to arms, signaled the
end of the fast at sundown
Thursday.

I
,\

the Skills Center
is hiring tutors for math, writing and reading.
:\lust be work study qualified. Sec Susan Deese.
room :H4, Zimmerman Library.

All workshops are held in the Skills Center on the third floor of
Zimmerman Library. Students do not need to sign-up for the
workshops.

Math 120
Math 121
Math 123
Math 150
Math 162

Mondays
Tuesdays
Wednesdays
Fridays
Wednesdays
Thursdays
Fridays .
Mondays
Tuesdays
Tuesdays
Tuesdays
Thursdays
Fridays

3-4p.m.
10-11 a.m.
2-3p.m.
10 -11 a.m.
3 -4p.m.
2 • 3 p.m.
11 -12 noon
3 • 4 p.m.
9-10a.m.
3 -4p.m.
4 · 5 p.m.
9-10a.m.
1-2p.m.

New Mexico Union

Food service·
Fresh Baked Fruit and Cream Pies
Try Our New Recipes this Fall in Our

Win Free· Lunch
for a Week Contest
With any purchase in .the New Mexico Union Food Service area you are eligible to your lunch for FREE! For all
entire week!
To enter pick up an entry blank from the cashiers on the
main level of the New Me11:ico Union. Fill out the entry
blank and YOU could go to lunch on us!

~CONCEPTIONS
• ~1$QUTHWES"C,
-

FINE ARTS ~AGAZINE

Marron Hall 131

The ASUNM Senate passed a bill
Wednesday allowing the Popular
Entertainment Committee to expand to 10 from seven voting
members.
Sen. .Duane Varan, the bill's
sponsor, said PEC needed more
members because PEC "has entered a new stage" of getting involved in more and bigger projects.
The bill will expire at the end of
the spring 1982 semester.
ASUNM President Mike Austin
had appointed more than seven
students to PEC earlier this year.
Those students who will not be
allowed to be PEC members will
continue to function as non•voting
associate members.
PEC members are not paid a
salary.
Sen. Judy Cooper spoke against
the bill, saying, "If we keep letting
committees overappoint, what's the
use of having a limited number of ·
members? I feel it (the bill) is trying
to cover up a mistake."
Sen. Traci Wolf questioned
whether PEC would need 10
members since it may undergo
changes following the resignation
of PEC Chairman R.J. Laino.
But Varan said the new PEC
chairman would not have a major
impact on the committee's activi.ties

since the committee has "already
set its goals for the year."
The bill passed 9-7.
The senate also gave unanimous
acclamation to a resolution calling
on the City of Albuquerque to
provide more lighting on Cornell
Ave. south of Central Ave.
Sen. Judy Nakamura, sponsor of
the resolution, said the area has
some lighting while the local
businesses are open, but the area is
too dark once the businesses close.
The area has been the scene of
many incidents such as assaults and
kidnappings in the past, she said.
The Senate did not consider any
appropriation bills because it is
waiting for the possible availability
of$45,000 in frozen KUNM funds.
Finance Committee Chairman
Robert Matteucci reported the
Senate has about $1145 available to
spend this semester. The Senate has
at least 23 appropriation bills left to
consider.

-NMGSL,--

;

•,,--

Alumni 7 Kilometer
Homecoming Run for
Campus Child Care
October 10, 1981

••

Winners will be announced in the Daily Lobo

$2.00

Drawing held every Friday.

Do you have any Zits?

~

•
•
•

The UNM Division of Dermatology and the Student Health Center need volunteers with acne
to help determine the effectiveness of a new topical antibiotic treatment-. l'atients must be
availahlc for examination every other Saturday mornin~: starting October 10 through january
2. Patients should not be lakin~: antibiotics or cnrticustcroids,

•
•
•

•

FoR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT

•

ERMA PINON

••
•
••
•
•

277-3136

•
•

•••
:
•

.

•••

.•

Volunteers will be paid a fee.

:

'

PUBLIC NOTICE•SALE -

OCTOBER 10 & 11

by acquisition from s. B.A.

10:305:00 PM

FOUR SEASONS MOTOR INN -

BRIEF CASES

CARLISLE & 1-25

S7 495

EACH

*
100%
Cowhide
Leather
*
Below
WhOlesale

*
Limited
Quantities

Collrler

l.

~

·I

••

STUDENT HEALTH CENTER

• A Popular Entertainment
Committee Presentation.

I,

•

•

Highest
Quality

•,-:..

••
•

··················~···············~·········~····

New and in boxes.

.'

e

.•

courage banks to set up their own
student loan programs,. thereby
increasing students' borrowing
ability.
John Merrett has been appointed
president of both corporations,
now housed with the National
Direct Student Loan program at
230 I Yale Blvd. SE. Merrett has
served as UNM's services director
for several years and as director of
the NMGSL since 1974.
The next disbursements of
NMGSLs is Dec. I. Applications
are available at and must be submitted by mid-October. Contact the
Foundation at 277-5158 for further
information.

T~ ~

••

•

• whether you run 1 mile or 4.3 miles,
you will receive a r-shirt and certificate.

j

••

-~

• late registration begins at 5:00p.m.
at the UNM Stadium, Stadium & University.

Skills Center
3rd floor Zimmerman Library 277-4560

GOOD!

ASUNM Expand~ PEC •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
••

continued from page 1

Math 100

Parliament
unanimously
nominated Mubarak, 53, to succeed
Sadat and set next Tuesday as the
date for a national referendum for
Egyptians to confirm ·his choice.
House speaker Soufi Abu Taleb
was confirmed as interim president
until then.
Meanwhile, authorities continued to interrogate Sadat's
assassins, described as members of
an Egyptian artillery unit, in strict
secrecy.
Abu-Ghazala, his right arm and
left ear bandaged from the wounds
he suffered, said the attack was
carried out by four soldiers who
broke ranks during a military
parade and opened fire on the
reviewing stand where Sadat and
virtually the entire Egyptian civilian
and military hierarchy were seated,
"No, no, no," Abu-Ghazala said
when asked if the assassins were
part of a plot by an army faction.

-fc 1981 ISSUE·*

UNM SKILLS CENTER
Fall Semester Math Workshops

Saturday in a u.s. delegation led by
Secretary of State Alexander Haig.
Former Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger also was attending.
Officials said security considerations prevented President
Reagan from atteoding the funeral,
which will start from the Cairo
. square where Sadat and five other
people were [>illed.
Israeli Prime Minister Menachem
Begin said he would attend but
would walk - not drive - in the
procession because of the strictures
of the Jewish S;tbbath, raising a
security nightmare. "We have
asked the Egyptians to find a
residence very close to the
ceremony," an aide said.
Other details of the funeral were
not announced but officials said
security precautions might dictate a
short procession without the huge
crowds that turned out to mourn
the death ofGamal Abdel Nasser in
1970.
Haig said he might stay on in
Cairo for talks with Mubarak, who
has pledged to continue the peace
process that began with Sadat's
historic visit to Jerusalem four
years ago and - some feared might end with his death .

M

:

\

Directors
Room
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Editorial

by Garry Trudeau

Egypt Can't Wait for U.S. Support
All we can do now is wait and see,
With Egyptian President Anwar Sadat gone it is
impossible to say what is going to happen next, Some
believe there will be a smooth transition while others
are preparing for a complete blow-up,
It is very possible the changeover will go without a
hitch. The Eqyptian parliament has already approved
Hosni Mubarak for the position and now he has only
to wait for the public's approval. Mubarak was Sadat's
hand-picked vice president and has been groomed for
the position.
But while Mubarak seems to have the support of the
Egyptian people, Egypt is starting to suffer from the
unrest created by evangelistic religious sects. It was,
after all, a terrorist group that claimed responsibility
for Sadat's murder.

But even if the transition period in E:gypt remains
stable that doesn't mean the mideast will handle the
trial period with the same aplomb. Sadat, no matter
how disliked in some Arab countries, was a powerful
figure. It was. his domination of the Middle East that
allowed him to pull off some of the very controversial
and obviously unpopular moves he made. Whether or
not Mubarak will maintain this control is impossible to
say at this point.
That the United States maintain their support of
Egypt is essential at this point. If other nations were to
see the United States pull their support or provide
apprehensive backing, Egypt's standing in the Eideast
would be damaged.
Egypt has often supported the United States when
it meant taking the flack. In this trial stage for their
new administration, it's time to return that support.

Letters

Land Dispute Article Defended
Editor:
In an October fifth Jetter to the Lobo !Thesis
Misunderstood!, Tacheeni Scott writes that Noel
Fletcher showed a "total misunderst;mding" of the
thesis of the book I wrote on the Navajo-Hopi land
dispute. While agreeing fully with Mr, Scott's condemnation of Congress's decision to resolve the
dispute by awarding nearly a million acres in northeastern Arizona to the Hopis and by forcing the
relocation of several thousand Navajos, I would like to
defend Ms. Fletcher's article as an accurate summary
of a complex story.
I would also like to point out that Mr. Scott errs in
claiming that the disputed land is part of 1he reservation defined for the Navajos by the Treaty of 1868.
The disputed land lies to the west of the treaty
reservation, although it is now surrounded by lands
subsequently added to the Navajo Reservation.
In 1962 a federal court ruled that the Navajos and
Hopis OWI)Bd the disputed land jointly and equally.
Twelve fears later, Congress passed legislation
providing for the equal partition of that land and the
relocation of members of one tribe living on land

partitioned to the other. Since the disputed land is
inhabited almost exclusively by Navajos, partition will
mean extraordinary upheaval for a society of
traditional people already under extreme cultural
stress.
It is the thesis of my book that relocation will add a
tragic, ignoble, and wholly unnecessary chapter in the
history of this nation's Indian affairs. The costs of
relocation, in human suffering and in dollars, will be
vastly greater than Congress was led to believe, and
the benefits to the Hopi Tribe are far less.
I believe that Congress should have provided
financial compensation for the Hopi interest in the
disputed land, just as it has recently provided financial
compensation for the Maine Indians who legally
owned land settled by non-Indians. Forced relocation
of Navajos represents a clear and odious double
standard.
Like Mr. Scott, I believe that relocation should be
stopped, and I am thankful to Noel Fletcher and the
Lobo for calling attention to a tragedy that is happening, largely beyond public view, in northeastern
Arizona.
Jerry Kammer

Schmitt Backs Levels

Open Letter to UNM Students:
Thank you for contacting my office to express your concerns about
proposing funding levels for the major federally funded .student financial
aid programs. Hopefully the news release that was mailed to you recently
answered some of your questions.
I would like to take this opportunity to comment on a subject tha.t has
caused considerable confusion - the distinction between authorized
"ceilings" and actual appropriations for federal programs. The 1981
Omnibus Reconciliation Act, for example, placed a $2.65 billion authorized
ceiling on appropriations for Basic Educational Opportunity (BEOG) or
"Pell" grants. The Senate Appropriatio1.1s Subcommittee on Labor, Health
and Human Services and Education, which I chair, recommended a $2.374
billion appropriation for BEOGs.
Although the difference between the authorized ceiling and the
recommended appropriation might appear to represent a cut in funding, it
is not in fact a cut because the ceiling is not an appropriation. It is the limit
educator and benefactor, the construction of new under which the Appropriations Committees of the Congress operate. My
facilities is critical. The quality of tomorrow's built subcommittee recommendation for BEOGs actually represents a $28
environment will after all be proportionate to the million increase over the funding level for BEOGs in 1981.
quality ofthe Design educational system of today.
This distinction is illustrated further when it is noted that while the
Further, at such time as plans .for new facilities may authorization for BEOGs has been as high as $3.3 billion, the Congress has
be initiated, consideration should be given for vet- never appropriated funds up to that ceiling.
The Labor, Health and Human Services and Education Subcommittee is
satility, growth, student input, and location among
the other professional Schools on the main campus. committed to continuing to provide assistance to individuals wanting a
Care must be taken not to relocate old problems into college education. By increasing and maintaining funding levels for the
new spaces. It is the collective responsibility of the essential grant programs, and by making more than $900 million more
Design community to evolve a better human en- available for Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL), the subcommittee is
vironment, and an Architectural Education Building is expressing to the entire Congress its hope that this commitment can be
both the example and the source of this nobel fulfilled.
process.
-· Your input is valuable to me, and I look forward to hearing from you
again in the future on matters of mutual concern.
H. Frederick Oesch
Harrison Schmitt
Student-UNM School of Architecture
United States Senator

Student Wants New Architecture Facility
Editor:
In response to the letter in the Oct. 2 Lobo concerning the ironic state of the UNM Architecture
Building; I think it appropriate to acknowledge the
dichotomy inherent in the planning process between
the ideal and the possible. How often has a designer
professed a refined aesthetic and functional program,
only to have it reduced or distorted when confronted
with the realities of budget, regulation, and nonsensitive b'ureaucracy7 The condition of the
Architecture Building is a result of insufficient appropriation, changing administrations, and excessive
use. However, these factors are admittedly reasons
and not excuses.
Conclusively, if this State University earnestly needs
to foster a progressive Architectural Program,
commensorate with its leadership role as public
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· ' PEC Holds Many Concerts;

What Recreation WBS'
Terri Jenkins
Before New Mel'ico was even a state, the Territorial Legislature
considered B.S. Rodey's bill to create the University of New Mexico.
Rodey, often called the Father of the University, saw his bill passed
Feb. 28, 1889. Thus an instituition of higher learning was
created .•. and a place which would also become a sort of 'home
a way from home' for its students. And students occasionally take
time out from studying for recreation and relaxation.
Had there been a Recreation 10 l supplement to the Lobo
newspaper in the last years of the "Gay Nineties," listed activities
would have been slightly different from those of today. With a
student enrollment estimated at 100 and exa.ctly one permanent
building (Hodgin Hall) on campus, students then mirrored the social
life outside the small university.
Teas with sandwiches and petit fours were held, while "Billy the
Kid was hardly quiet in his grave, Geronimo was barely settled on his
reservation, and the killer of Jesse James was running a saloon in
Las Vegas." (From 1939 Mirage, UNM's yearbook).
Sleigh rides had been popular as well as physical exercise, skiing
and ice skating, Each class - freshman, sophomore, junior, senior
- had selected its own colors, Latin motto and class flower:
Presumably there were graduation celebrations, as the Commercial
Club in Albuquerque honored recent grads at a special luncheon, but
with four education majors graduating in !895, and five in 1898, the
celebrations must have been on a small scale.
The 1905 Mirage mentions an active Camera Club on campus,
while the student body participated in picnics and candy-pulls.
Naturally, enrollments did begin to increase. The year 1909 saw an
estimated 80 students attending classes at the little "Pueblo on the
Mesa." Two years previously, in 1907, Alpha Alpha Alpha had
signed on as the first fraternity on the UNM campus, and the Greek
invasion had begun.
World War I and its aftermath kept the enrollment from gaining,
but the Roaring Twenties - Clara Bow, the "It" girl included saw 227 students engaged with their studies and cars, flasks and
raccoon coats. Vestiges of this time period would still be around in
1934, as campus contests were held for the "It" King and Queen
personalities.
By 1931, UNM had its first swimming team and Carlisle Gym was
completed. The Gym didn't offer only athletic activities for the
students; since it was one of the largest seating areas available in
Albuquerque at that time, it hosted concerts by the Albuquerque
Symphony Orchestra, among others.
continUed on R-6
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Magician Michael Anthony
splits "Lovely Leslie" into
sections. Anthony provided
entertainment as part of the
comedy festival Allg. 25 on
.the SUB South Lawn.
Photo by Bill Wechter

Cover photo by
Bill Wechter
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Robert Sanchez

As the ASUNM Popular Entertainment Committee
winds up another semester's worth of concerts, it
leaves a trail of numerous concerts that will set the
goal for next semester's committee.
October is virtually the last month that PEC can
help produce concerts because .as basketball season
bounces in, a conflict emerges over the use of the Pit.
The chairman of PEC, R.J. Laino, said that more
concerts were co-promoted during September and
October by PEC than all of last year. Laino became
chairman of PEC during the summer.
Also, this year was the first year in about 10 years
that PEC has promoted a concert on its own.
Assistant Dean of Students Gary Golden said that
before 1971 PEC promoted its own concerts. As a
result, they were often subject to large losses.
"The last show that PEC promoted in 1971 lost
more than $20,000," Golden said. So he said that the
present structure was arranged,
Now, PEC only helps to promote concerts.
Therefore it cannot earn as much money, but it cannot
lose that much either.
Golden also said that before 1971 there were often
"serious problems with inappropriate spending of
funds" but that now there are no such problems.
"The new system has been successful," Golden
said.
For the past 10 years, PEC has helped other
companies promote concerts. As a result, it gained

experience and skill in promoting concerts,
"We are the best production company in town "
Laino said.
'
So this year Laino and ASUNM President Mike
Austin, among others, approa-ched Karen Glaser, dean
of students, about the possibility of promoting their
own concert. The first such attempt in a decade.
Glaser said that at first she was reluctant, but that
the students convinced her to at least let them try,
"Promoting your own show is risky," she said,
"But they knew what the risks were."
The risks were that if the concert failed, ASUNM
would have to pick up the tab.
"ASUNM woulo have to make some tough
decisions on finances if PEC lost big on the concert "
Glaser said. ''You have to realize that PEC can lose ~o
much that ASUNM will never be able to recuperate,''
PEC did self-promote the concert, which was the
Eddie Rabbitt concert Sept. II,
It did not appear as though PEC lost any on the
concert, but it did not appear as though PEC made
any money on the concert either,
"For all intents and PJ!rposes, PEC broke even,"
Golden said.
Glaser said that she would have to take a long look
at other promotions around the country before even
considering letting PEC promote its own big concerts
again.
Nevertheless, it was the first try in 10 years for PEC
to promote its own concerts.

continued from R..2
"PEC did an excellent job in terms of production "

~olden said. "The financial position of PEC this ye~r
tyr.,cal of PEC any year," he added,
During a recent PEC meeting, Laino announced
that PEC had about a $10,000 deficit, which should be
brought down by the end of the month because of all
the concerts,
PEC still has several concerts scheduled throughout
the rest of Octo~er. They include Frank Zappa, Oct.
11 at 8:15 p.m. m Johnson Gym; The Commodores,
Oct. 13 at 8:30p.m. in the UNM Arena; John Kay &
Steppenwoif, Oct. 18 at 8:15 p.m. <1t Johnson Gym;
Pat Benalar, Oct. 20 at 8:15 p.m. at the Civic
Auditorium, and Ornelle Coleman, Oct. 24 at 8:15
p.m. at the UNM Ballroom.
Recently, however, Laino resigned his position as
chairman.
He said he was resigning "for strictly personal
IS

reasons.''
His resignation becomes effective Nov. 13. He said
in his resignation letter that he would "like to set up a
number of meetings .. , to discuss a qualified

Today, in san Diego,
NCR means new
large-scale
computer systems
and concepts.

replacement and to go into further detail as to the
rpasons for my departure.''
Both Golden and Laino said that PEC is where it
should be in terms of finances and that they are both
looking forward to a good year.
Laino also said during a earlier interview that PEC
would like to continue giving locfll bands a ch.ance to
perform, In fact, he said·, some of the money earned
during these larger concerts will be used as a cushion
for promoting the smaller concerts,
Glaser said that one of the things that makes PEC so
successfu~ in promoting or co-promoting their own
concerts ts the fact that they own their own super
.
troopers, which are large concert lights.
Unfortunately, two concerts that PEC has helped to
pr?mote have be~n "indefinitely postponed," Laino
said. Both the Mrchael Murphy concert scheduled for
Sept,. 28 an~ the Way/on Jennings concert for Oct. 2
were mdefimtely postponed,
Laino said that the only time a concert is cancelled is
when PEC' s money is involved or that the companies
which PEC is helping to promote the concert with
pulls out.
'

Campus Observatory Provides Night Entertainment
Terri Jenkins

continued on R-3

EE & comP-uter Science araduates

If you welcome the stimulation inherent in creating a new generation
of medium and largescale mainframe
computer systems,
consider NCR Engineering & Manufacturing/San Diego.
We are an organization
that's generated two new
NFi facilities and produced an engineering staff
that's showing the way in
systems architecture. Virtual
systems. Multiprocessing. Data
base management. Firmware
emulation. PASCAL-based OS
language. VLSI technology.
Upward path engineering. In
short, everything that creates
Tota.l system capabilities for
business needs of the 80's and
90's.
Something else you'll .like.
Although our products and California hllltop facilities are largescale, you'll work in small,
highly visible project teams that
offer uncommon program diver"
sity. There is easy multidiscipline communication, movemerit between projects, and
wide career path options. In a
word, you will find exposure.
And a unique learning
environment.

Promoted First in 10 Years

. l! sta;-gazing or comet-watching appeals to you, the
Umverstty of New Mexico Observatory is open to
students and the general public free of charge every
Friday evening from 7:30-9 p.m.
Telescope positions for each Friday night program
may be obtained by dialing the Astronomy Hotline
number, 277-4335. The 24-hour hotline was made
possible by the National Academy of Sciences granting
UNM observatory the Vesto Slipher Fund.
The same Fund will provide money for audio-visual
displays, also open to the public on Friday evenings.
Slides and photographic displays may be viewed while
waiting to use the telescope.
Situated at the corner of Yale and Lomas on the

~orth

_campus, the observatory is used extensively and
mte.nstvely for astronomy labs and special student
projects. The two-hour pubHc programs are conducted
by Physics and Astronomy staff volunteers or
astr~physics students. The observatory is also open for
special occurances, such as comet sightings or a moon
eclipse, The August moon eclipse observation turned
into an Eclipse Party, with 400 to 500 people and two
local television· stations in attendance. Due to public
response, Eclipse Parties will be held for 1982. moon
eclipses as well. As for public support the observatory
was the recipient of $4000 worth of telescopic
equipment from the estate of the late Albuquerque
amateur astronomer, R.A. Poschel.
Future plans for the observatory would likely include a planetarium, which, when built, would be
open to UNM students and the public.

Group Entertains
Robert Sanchez
In 197?, an e~terprising young man began an organization at
UNM Which provtded entertainment in various forms to the students
at the University of New Mexico.
Them~~·~ name was Eloy Chavez and his orgainzation was called
SUB Achvtlles,
In 1977, SUB Activities took control over the Subway Station in
tlw basement of the s.u.B. and scheduled weekly dances for students.
Today, SUB Acttvtttes has become SUB Entertainment and
provides not only dances in the Subway Station, but the games area
m the basen;ent of the SUB, noontime entertainment, movies during
the summer 1~ the SUB Theater and other special activities,
T.J. M~rtmez, former apprentice of Chavez, has taken over
programmmg of SUB Entertainment.
"!~ 1978 ~loy graduated and hired us on," Martinez said,
speakmg of h_tmself_and Clar~mce Montoya, the theater manager of
the New Mexico Umon. Martmez said that they began to coordinate
dances every weekend.
He said that it was then that SUB Entertainment began the
Summer Theatre project.
T.his year, Martinez said he is looking forward to starting new
proJects.
He said, for example, that noontime entertainment a new
program which provides some form of free entertain'ment to
students Wednesdays and Fridays from 11 a.m. to I p.m., is very
successful.
He ~aid that the only problems they have had with noontime
entertamment have been complaints about the noise such as was the
case with· Govinda recently, when they were asked to stop playing
because they were interrupting classes.
The weekend dances are also successful, Martinez said.
Da~ces are every Friday and Saturday evening from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. m the Subway Station and usually cost $2 for students and $3
for general admission.
Martinez said that the dances on Friday night are available for any
group to spo~sor as a fun~-raiser and that chartered groups need
only contact h1m for scheduling the area for a certain evening.
Some of the other hopes for SUB Entertainment Martinez said
were the possibilities of a student pub. He said that 'if the universit;
continued on R-6

To protect your privacy,
don't waste words
with unwanted callers.
Your phone is part of your home. And at Mountain
Bell, we understand that when someone uses your
phone to invade your privacy, it's like an unwanted
visitor coming through your front door. But we want
you to know that you can have the last word with these
callers. By not wasting any words with them at all.
If the caller is a salesperson using a hard sell,
you don't have to listen. Just say you're not interested,
and hang up.
If you get an obscene call, or the caller remains
silent, don't stop to listen. Above all, don't talk to
them. Hang up on their hang-ups. And if these
callers keep after you or threaten you, get in touch
right away with the police and your local Mountain
Bell business office. We'll help you find other ways
to deal with these calls.
No matter what kind of unwanted calls you
get, let your actions speak louder than their words.
By hanging up. It's the best way we know to protect
the privacy of your home. And your phone.

on-campus
Interviews:
TUESDAY
OCTOBER
20

And, you'll be working within a few
miles of the ocean and minutes
·
from downtown San Diego. Learn
~ore ~Y scheduling an on campus
mterv1ew through your Placement
Office, or by writing: Mr. Hal
Ostrander, NCR Corporation,
Dept. UNM, 16550 w. Bernardo
Drive, San Diego, CA 92127.

Forthewayyou live.

@

NCR

Mountain Bell

Complete Computer Systems
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Robert Sanchez
Terri Jenkins

Bill Wechter

buanc Mcdrcgor
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RussiAN DANCES will be taught in a five-session
workshop Oct. 9 through Oct. 11 at the
Knights of Colombus, 609 14th Street S.W.
The sessions are scheduled for Friday from
7:30 to 9:30 p.m.; Saturday from 9:30 to 11
a.m., 2:30 to 5 p.m. and 8:30, and Sunday
beginning at 1 p.m. There will be a potluck
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. as part of ,the
workshop. The cost is $20 for the total
program and $6 for each session. The dances
will be taught by Alexandru David.
TouR OF CoRRALES run is scheduled for Oct. 10
at 8:30 a.m. The race is a 10,000 meter race
(6.2 miles). Race day registration is from 6
a.m. to 8 a.m. at the Corrales Post Office.
There are different age and sex classes. The
entry fee is $6 the morning of the race.
Trophies, medallions and other awards will
be the prizes. Proceeds from the race will go
to "Passages," a crisis center for adolescents
in Corrales.
FAME will be the band for dances in the Subway
Station Oct. 9 and 10. Guest appearance will
be by CJ & Company on Oct. 10. The dan·ces
will be from9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Admission is $2
for UNM, Technical-Vocational Institute
and University of Albuquerque students and
$3 for general public.
SUB NooNTIME will sponsor a miniOktoberfest featuring The Shrine German
Band on Oct. 14 from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. It
will be held at the SUB South Lawn.
SUB NooNTIME will present "Los Tapatios"
dancers from noon to 1 p.m. Oct. 16. The
performance will be held on the SUB
Fountain at the south side of the SUB.
UNM INTERNATIONAL FoLK DANCE CLUB meets
every Tuesday night from 7 to 10 p.m. in the
SUB Ballroom. There is a 50 cent charge.
There is teaching for beginners.
ScRABBLE PLAYERS CLUB No. 12o meets Thursdays at 7 p.m. at the Trumbull Recreation
Center, 419 Pennsylvania S.E. Admission is
$1. They will sponsor a Grand Canyon Open
Scrabble Players Tournament Nov. 6-8 at
the Grand Canyon. For more information,
call292-1080 or 277-5718.
WAGON WHEELS SQUAREDANCE CLuB meets
Thursdays at 7 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
There is a live caller and lessons for
beginners. Refreshments are provided.
UNM BALLROOM DANCE CLUB meets every
Friday evening from 7 to 9 p.m. in the SUB
Ballroom. The club gives free mini-lessons at
the start of each session.

ART SHOWS

New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Subscript ions
Only $10 per year
Marron Hall, Room 131
Or send $10 to:
UNM Box 20, Univ. of N.M.,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

ALBUQUERQUE MusEUM - Explore, a children's
discovery gallery by Charles Mattox.
New Images from Spain, a collection of art
paintings from Spain, closes Nov. 29.
New Town in the Railroad Boom Years, a
look at Albuquerque as it was from 1880 to
1912. Hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.
ALBUQUERQUE UNITED ARTISTS - Exhibit A:
!Circumstantial Evidence now through Oct.
31. Hours are Tuesday through Saturday
from 11 to 4 p.m.
October Show sponsored by the Downtown
Center for the Arts and scheduled now
through Nov. 13 at the Albuquerque Public
Library, downtown branch, 501 Copper
N.W. Hours are from 11 to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday and Thursday until 7 p.m. ·
ASA GALLERY in SUB Basement - Contemporary Cuban Photography Show will be
on display at the ASA Gallery from now to
Oct. 23; curated by Amy. Conger. An
opening reception is planned for Oct. 9 at 7
p.m.
HosHOUR GALLER¥ - A one-man show called

Callages, Drawings and Ceramic Sculpture
by Emerson Woelffer, Tuesday through
Saturday, noon to 5:30p.m. until Oct. 9.
Los CoRRALES - A two-person show through
Oct. 16 with paintings and drawings by
Elizabeth Cain and ceramics by Gwyn Ebie.
MARIPosA GALLERY - Jewelry by David Dear
and Tapestries by Viki Edwards with a loom

on display by Jack Edwards until Oct. 21.
TEACHING GALLER¥ Works by Margo
Humphrey and Judy Bass will be on display
through Oct. 9.
Faculty Collects will be on display Oct. 12
through Nov. 6. It is a display of faculty
collections. Hours are 9 a.m. to noon and 1
p.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
MERIDIAN CoNTEMPORARY GALLERY - A onewoman art exhibition featuring works by
Mary Sweet. The exhibition will continue
through Oct. 29. Hours are from 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. Wednesday to Saturday and 1 to 4 p.m.
on Sunday.
NoRTH WALL GALLERY- Works of Paper by
Pamela Davis will be on display now to Oct.
30.
UNM ART MusEUM Photographs by
Beaumont Newhall, Over 50 black and white
photographs span from 1928 j:o 1981; on
display until Oct, 25.
Recent Acquisitions is a look at works
acquired by the Art Museum during the past
year. Included are approximately 80
photographs, prints and drawings dating
from the 15th century to the present; on
display until Nov. 1.

Photographs from the Permanent Collection
Selections from the museum's collection of
the 19th and 20th century photographs.

Willard Midgette and the Native American
Four large paintings of the contemporary
Southwest Indian. Hours are 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday.

NIGHT ENTERTAINMENT
BIRD oF PARADISE (5211 Gibson S.E.) Caught in the Act will play Friday and
Saturday and Gold Country will play
Sunday.
CARAVAN EAsT (7605 Central N.E.) - Joe
Stampley entertaining Oct. 7 only; Chuck
Back with Back to Back will play this
weekend and Back at the Ranch will play
Sunday.
CHELSEA STREET Pus (Coronado Center N.E.)
Tuesday night, customers wearing
Chelsea StreetT-shirts get half-price drinks.
CusToM's HousE SALOON (in Sheraton Old
Town Inn, 800 Rio Grande) - Monday
through Saturday from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.,
Randy Rane, live classical guitar.
DANBI's (2900 Coors N.W.)- Oct. 5 through
Oct. 10, Rod Piazza and the Flyers, jazz
harmonica; Ott. 11, Billy Morris and his
Dixieland jazz band; Oct. 12 through Oct.
17, Jazz vocalist Linda Cotton and Street
Life.
THE DISTILLER¥ (1400 University S.E.) - First
Wednesday of every month is Greek Night
for fraternities and sororities; SO cent draft
beer and one dollar kamikaze drinks. Off the
Wall will play this weekend.
FRIAR's PuB (6825 Lomas N.E.) -Sassy Jones
will play through Saturday and Superhero

Stations on the AM dial:

KRKE
KDAZ

610
730

KOB
KQEO
KKIM
KORM
KXKS

770
920

KAMX
KZIA

1000
1150
1190
1500
1580

Country music, news
Contemporary Christian music
ahd programs
Middle of the road, news
Oldies
Christian music and programs
Easy listening, middle of road
Beautiful music
(15X) Top40
News,, talk shows

will play Sunday.
NEo's (4200 Central S.E.) -Plan ahead for the
Oct. 15 Kamakazi Party Oct. 15, featuring
Kamakazi drinks and KQEO and KZZX
radio, The Twisters will play this weekend.
TAvERNA LouNGE (in Sheraton Old Town Inn,
BOO Rio Grande N.W.) - Carl Silva and
Street Talk, a local contemporary vocal
group for listening and dancing pleasure.
Playing now through Oct. 17. No cover
charge or minimum.

ALBUQUERQUE OPERA THEATER presents "A
Masked Ball" by Guiseppi Verdi, Kurt
Frederick, conductor at Popejoy Hall Oct. 8
and 10 at 8:15 p.m. Tickets at Popejoy Box
Office.
FRANK ZAPPA will appear in concert in Johnson
Gym Oc;t. 11, a presentation by ASUNM
PEC. Tickets available at Ticketmaster
locations.
THE CoMMODORES will come to the Pit on Oct.
13, another presentation by ASUNM PEC.
STEPPENWOLl' is scheduled to appear in concert
on Oct. 18 in Johnson Gymnasium. Another
presentation by ASUNM PEC.

MoviES

who lives in Akron, Ohio. Myers focuses on
the young man's memory which contains
countless images having to do with the tilt of
a woman's head, or the fleeting expression
on a face, or the way a man once walked
across a street. He brings together thousands
of images, held together by an
autobiographical device, and electronic
music by Fred Coulter. Showtime at
Wednesday at 8 p.m.
Airplane- Albuquerque Six Drive-In
Altered States- Albuquerque Six Drive-In
An American Werewolf in London
Albuquerque Six Drive-In, Montgomery
Plaza, Wyoming Mall
Arthur- Los Altos
Blazing Saddles- Albuquerque Six Drive-In
Body Heat - Coronado Four, Montgomery
Plaza
Canonba/1 Run- Winrock II
Continental Divide - Lousiana Blvd
Excalibur Albuquerque Six Drive-In,
Coronado Four
For Your Eyes Only- Cinema East
Four Seasons -Los Altos Twin
The Fox and the Hound- Eastdale
Galaxy of Terror- Montgomery Plaza Three
Heavy Metal- Lobo
Mommie Dearest - Albuquerque Six DriveIn, Coronado Four, Far North
Moscow Does Not ,Believe in Tears - The
Guild
Nine._teen Hundred- Don Pancho's
Nine to Five- Cinema East, Winrock II
Noah's Ark- Eastdale
Only When I Laugh- Albuquerque Six DriveIn, Far North, Wyoming Mall
Paternity - Albuquerque Six Drive-In, Far
North, Lousiana Blvd

The

Postman

Always

Rings

KOB

93.3
94.0

KHFM

KZZX

96.3
99.0

KKJY
KFMG

100.0
108.0

Contemporary easy listening
(94 Rock) Album oriented rock
Classical
Adult contemporary top 40
Beautiful music
Mass appeal album oriented rock

in Reed's- Nikon

PHOTO CONTEST
come in for an
entry blank & details

8206 Menual NE
299-6644
Hoffmantown Shopping Center

Twice

Albuquerque Six Drive-In

Raiders of the Lost Ark -

Albuquerque Six
Drive-In, Far North, Louisiana Blvd
Seems Like Old Times - AlQuquerque Six
Drive-In
So Fine - Albuquerque Six Drive-In, Winrock
Two
Zoot Suit -Highland

The ASUNM Film Committee will present the
THEATER
following films this week:
Persona - lngmar Bergman's film concentrates on individual human dramas,
ON GoLDEN PoND - This weekend at the Barn
creating out of them universal truths. An
Dinner Theatre, begins after dinner at 8:15
actress suffers a nervous breakdown and
p.m. Starring Lyle Talbot, the comedy at the
finds in her nurse an individual of such
theatre can be reached by taking 1-40 east
mutual identification that a dependence is
and exit at Cedar Crest and traveling about
formed that goes beyond normal behavior.
four miles along the road. Open every night
Showtimes Thursday at 7 and 9:15p.m.
through Oct. 11 except Sunday.
Sweet Movie - Yugoslavian filmmaker
DRACULA will show after On Golden Pond
Dusan Makavejev makes a socio-erotic satire
ends Oct. 11 and the comical version of
with his controversial and outrageous film.
DRAcULA will play until Nov. 29.
Banned or censored in several countries for DoN PASQUALE - Oct. 13 at 8:15 p.m. in
its sexual explicitness, Makavejev inserts
Popejoy Hall. Ticket prices are $15, $13 and
symbolism in this fantasy. It follows the
$10. It is reset in modern Cuba and sung in
exploits and exploitations of a Miss World
English with a full orchestra.
and a Captain Anna Planeta. Miss World THE IMPORTANCE oF BEING ERNEST - Oct. 1
represents western consumerism and Capt.
through Oct. 4 and Oct. 8 through Oct. 11 at
Planeta symbolizes violent revolution.
the Albuquerque Little Theatre. Showings
Makavejev intersperses some documentary
are at 8 p.m. Thursday and Friday; 6 p.m.
footage with fiction resulting in a collage of
and 9 p.m. on. Saturday, and 2 p.m. on
mixed plots and ideas. Showtimes at Friday
Sunday. Season ticket holders, senior
and Saturday at 7, 9:15 and 11:30 p.m. Door
citizens and students 24 years and younger
prizes will be given I
pay $4 while general admission is $5. The
Akran - Independent filmaker Richard
show is produced . in conjunction with
Myers makes a story about a young man
Classics Theatre Co.
Sxx CHARACTERs IN SEARCH oF AN AurnoR Oct. 14 through Oct. 17 and Oct. 21 and 23
at 8 p.m. at Rodey Theatre. Written by Luigi
Pirandello and directed by Lou Criss. This
presentation examines the conflict between
theatricality and reality and the fine line
between truth and illusion.
THE FouRPOSTER (from which the musical "I
Do, I Do" is based on) - Oct. 23 through
Stations on the FM dial:
Nov. 8 at the Albuquerque Little Theatre.
Showtimes are Tuesday through Friday at 8
p.m.; Saturday at 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. and
Contemporary Christian music
KLYT
1!8.3
Sunday at 2 p.m. General admission is $10.
I<ANW
Disco
89.1
The production stars Georgia Engals, who
KUNM
90.1
KRST
played the character Georgette or\ The Mary
Country
92.3
KWXL

Win a
NIKON EM

Tyler Moore Show.
THE INTERVIEW, DoiNG A GooD ONE l!OR ntl!
RED MAN and Next will be showing this
weekend at the Vortex. Showtime is at 8
p.m.

• BAR a PACKAGE·
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-Recreation

continued from R-6
Bowes' Review when it came to the Kimo Theatre
The freshman class collected the most material for the
downtown. And they could have that aforementioned
The year 1929 saw 1349 Lobos on campus, and an increase in 1930 gave Homecoming Bonfire, and Upon their graduation in
dinner downtown for 50 cents at the Liberty Cafe,
UNM a student body total of 1592. With a greater student population to 1942 would be making history in very different ways.
which included steak, fried chicken, or mountain
deal with, business establishments around the university area began efforts A Victory March after defeating an Arizona rival was
trout, soup, vegetables, dessert and drink.
to appeal to students. Bookstores around the periphery opened soda held on Central Avenue, from the university to
Lobos also frequented Albuquerque's beach, the
downtown Albuquerque, "Hell Week," the week of
fountains and had wind-up Victrolas for student use.
Conservancy Beach on the banks of the Rio Grande
Dancing was a popular pastime too, and besides campus dances, lots of fraternity initiations and hazing didn't seem to
river. Swimming, tennis and picnic lunches were all
Lobos indulged their terpsichorean tendencies at the Heights Ballroom (on discourage many of the prospective Greeks, and
available for off-campus enjoyment.
the corner of Girard and Central).
fraternities and sororities had their own publications.
Back at UNM, ''Campus social life revolves around
Inventive then as now, UNM students began considering the need for a Musically-inclined students could choose extraa low, scattered building known to almost everyone as
central activity center.
Gurricular activities with the Men's Chorus, Girls'
the SUB." That social life included Sadie Hawkins
"In the Spring of 1933, the Associated Students formally conceived the Chorus, Male Quartet (which toured New Mexico) or
Day (inspired by AI Capp's 'Lil' Abner' cartoon
idea of a Student Union Building; a saving fund was opened and each the Girls' Quartette (which toured parts of Texas).
student who has enrolled in the university since that time has contributed And the Engineering students re-painted the "U" on · strip); a Homecoming Dance so wdl attended it had to
be held in Cadisle Gym, and innumerable cups of
to the fund. However, on January 27, 1936, through the effforts of Dr. the east mesa, with due ceremony and a picnic incoffee on the patio. The Fine Arts Ball held at the SUB
Zimmerman, the Student Union Building project was approved and ac- eluded.
had a novel admission policy, a set of weight scales at
The spring of 1938 had seen the completion of the
cepted as a part of the university's extensive building program." (From
the door, with entrance fees being one-half cent for
1937 Mirage).
long-awaited Zimmerman Library and when the
each pound.
In 1938, the SUB had its formal opening, celebrated by a dance in its buildings on campus were outlined in luminarias for
The fourties saw fraternity pictures taken with
new, large ballroom. The SUB (site of the present Maxwell Museum) had the Christmas season, it was truly a picturesque scene.
almost every member in a service uniform. World War
seven offices, two good-sized meeting rooms, a game room, a barber shop,
By 1941, the university campus was a movie star.
II saw many UNM alumni as officers, enlisted and
a cafeteria and soda fountain, and a co-operative bookstore.
RKO had used the campus as a setting for an Ann
women's auxiliary groups.
ln 1939, 1500 students called an expanded UNM of 19 buildings their Miller film, and when the tap dance star came to
After the war, veterans returned to UNM to
alma mater.
Albuquerque, she " . , . brought a bit of Hollywood
complete interrupted studies, and the campus noticed
Roy Johnson (for whom Johnson Gym was subsequently named) was to the university and was shown the town and campus
a change, whether from simply being older, or perhaps
Director of Athletics in. 1939. That same year saw a revision of the 'Co-ed in true Western style ... She made the rounds of the
more exposure to the world at large, students were a
Code', a "small book to help the new students master the rules of conduct sororities in the afternoon and attended the campus
little more serious in their studies. By 1946, all seniors
upheld by UNM. ''(From 1939 Mirage).
sing held in the SUB." (From 1941 Mirage).
. ..
.
.
.
Nearly everyone was movie-struck then for ''a show
were required to take graduate exams,
1 1
The Annual Hanging of the Greens holiday
m!"c~tsa~~ ~.~~t ! ~~;~~~ ~~~~ ~~ ~~~~e~~e~n~ t~:~:~~::\~h;~~~7:r~~: ddate"t with at bite 1Jatter i ~ onteh of .thde hfiltltodp or festivities
originated in the 40s under the leadership of
· h s
(
f •
· h S d"
own own res auran s o re 1eve e gnn o s u yon
baII gowns) to t he Day m
t e now snow. un tOr everyone m t e an 1as, · th h. 'll UNM 1 d t d btl
tt d d M ·
1
continued on R-7
including tobogganning) to the Football Catching Contest, there was
e
·
s u en s ou ess a en e
a)or
something on campus for everyone.
The Mirage Yearbook had its Queen contest, as did the Engineers, the
Independent~ (a 'non-Greek' organization) and the Homecoming Queen.

continued from R-2

1

liThe Cellar" Used for Recreation
The dorms on campus house several rooms used almost strictly for
entertainment.
The rooms, which consist of two 40 by 60-foot game and video rooms,
an 80 by 50-foot ballroom and several small, cafe-style booths with seating
for about 50, are situated in Hokona Hall and make up an area called The
Cellar.
The cellar is open from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. during the week and from 6
p.m. to 1 a.m. on weekends.
Larry Paxton, who manages The Cellar on weekdays, said that the area
has pinball games, pool tables and a snack bar in one of the two smaller
rooms. He added that video games were on their way.
The other of the small rooms has a wide-screen T.V. and a video cassette
unit tor student use. Movies are also shown in that room, Paxton said.
"There is at least one dance a month in the ballroom area,'' Paxton said.
When the weekend comes, Paxton relinquishes control of The Cellar to
the Resident Hall Students' Association. The RHSA schedules the
weekends.
Besides use for students, Paxton said that The Cellar can be rented to
outside groups.
The Cellar used to be a former cafeteria area and was recently refurnished.
"lt is open every night, but we get more people wheri something special
is going on," Paxton said, "and usually we have something special once or
twice a week."

The96C

Third Annual Wine Festival Scheduled

Singer
Eddie
Rabbitt
woos
the crowd during his concert
Sept, 11. This
was the first
concert in about
ten years that
PEC has promoted on its
own.

-SUB---

eal

continued from R-2

Anytime
At

CORONADO CENTER LOCATION ONLY
(NO coupon Necessary)
I

sa•

Sherman Smith. A chemistry professor (and department ·head, 1948). result of the new Lobo spirit,
. .
·Parade expanded to ·the poih! where various· deparDuring free time Smith ·enjoyed singing. He literally.ted the Lobos for their " A~ . Bub Henry comment~d, It IS good I? see _tments of.the university, s.IJCh-f!s.AmeJ;ican Studies 0 r
Christmas choral arrangements. (Present-day Smith Plaza-is namecl in his , smtling, happy pe~p~e workmg toward a meanmgful Native .American Studies, Wouldplaij and build flmits
· ·
.
degree to make a hvmg. They're here because they for the parade too.
honor).
In 1948, plans were drawn up for the Memorial Chapel, to be dedicated want to ~et that degree." .
.
And for the future? "I wish we could find new
as a War Memorial honoring more than 4000 UNM Lobos who served in
He said that he would like to see the Homecommg traditions to start,'' he said.
World War II and the 151 UNM war dead.
School spirit didn't decline as the 50s neared the end of their decade and
over 5,000 students were enrolled. Football rallies included midnight
marches ending at President Popejoy's .bouse. The Glee Club was still
singing strong and Zimmerman Library was a great place to find a date for
the next big• dance, Johnson Gym was completed in 1957 .and although the
cost was enormous - two million pre-inflation dollars -it was one of the
best and biggest areas for physical education in the Rocky Mountain
region.
movit~s
sports
spec/sis
Ove~ ten thou~and students were attending UNM by the mid-sixties and
committees proliferated on campus as students' free time was devoted to
organizing music and talent specials, hootenanny concerts and even a · ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
"Miss Stretch Pants" contest.
A major point of interest and observance was UNM's 75th anniversary.
The Stanford street entrance "was specifically built for the 75th anniversary of the founding of the university but will remain as a permanent SPORTS
6 p.m.- National League
10 p.m. -Tom Landry: Football
feature. , . ''(From 1%4 Mirage),
Thursday
(14)
Divisional Playoffs: ABC will 6 p.m.- American League
11 p.m. - Notre Dame Football:
. In 19.66 Universjty Arena was built (expanded in 1975 to .the Pit's present
telecast
the fourth and fifth games, Friday
Florida State vs. Notre Dame (14)
~n~~nswns)! but t~e 12,500 Lobos seemed less interested in campus ac~·v•tJes than 1.n pre~JOus years. The Vietnam conflict was beginning to make if necessary, in the American 6 p.m.- National League
Sunday
Jtse!f felt.nauon-wJde, and college campuses generally mirror the prevailin League divisional playoffs on
soctal attitude.
·
g Saturday at 2 p.m. and Sunday at 5
10:30 a.m.- NFL '81 (4)
Winning the WAC Basketball championship was a highlight of 1974 but p.m.; NBC will telecast the fourth Saturday
10:30 a.m.- NFL Today (13/
anf fifth games, if necessary, in the 9:~0 a.m. -This Week in Baseball ll a.m. - NFL Football: Raiders
it seemed. as if only athletic events were well-attended by students,
'
Now, m the beginning of the 80s decade, UNM is re-instituting some of National League divisional playoffs (23)
vs. Chiefs (4)
on Saturday at 11 a.m. and/ or 6 10 a.m. its traditions, guided by Gwinn 'Bub' Henry, alumni office director.
NFL Review and II a.m. - NFL Football: Rams vs.
A growing enthusiasm and interest is making itself felt on campus, with p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m.
Preview (23)
Falcons (13)
The League Championship Series 10:30 a.m. -College Football Pre- ll a.m.- College Football '81 (7)
begins on Tuesday with all games Game Show .(7)
2 p.m. - NFL Football: Cowboys
on NBC. In addition to those games 10:50 a.m. -College Football (7)
vs. 49ers (13)
listed below, NBC may also telecast Noon- Football(l4)
National League games on Tuesday 12:30 p.m.- Lucha Libre (48)
Monday
at2 p.m. and Thursday at .noon and 1 p.m.- Flying Sportsman (14)
6 p.m. - University of Texas
the fourth game, if necessary, in the I :30 p.m.- Futbol (48)
Football Highlights (14)
American League series on Friday 2 p.m.- Sportsworld (4)
7 p.m. - NFL Football: Dolphins
Terri Jenkins
at I or2 p.m.
2:30 p.m. - CBS Sports Saturday vs. Bills (7)
All game times are subject to last (13)
•
Considered by many historians to be America's only indigenous
minute change.
.3:30 p.m. - Esta Semana en SPECIALS
dance form, tap dance has both a proponent and participant
Tuesday
Beisbol (48)
teaching it at UNM: Linda Warfield.
6 p.m. -American League
6:30 p.m. - Dallas· Cowboys Saturday
"Dancing in general is great for people," Warfield said.
Wednesday
Weekly (14)
She said that she has enjoyed tap for over 20 years, since she had
6 p.m. - IV OTI Festival Nacional
Npol)- American League
8 p.m.- Boxeo (48)
her first lesson at three years of age. Born in San Francisco, she also
de Cantos Latinos (48)
continued on R-8
began ballet lessons at the same young age, but tap has always had
the most appeal, and she is "never going to stop" tap dancing.
As an instructor with the prestigious American Conservatory
Theatre in San Francisco, she taught tap dance to beginners and
advanced students, learning more herself about choreography and
staging in the process.
Her Beginning Tap Dance class this semester (8 to 10 Friday
Robert Burnson mime .troupe Womime, fire-eater Mady Snow Scott
mornings) is starting with the basic steps and will progress to more
and bellydancer Mary Kogler.
intricate ones. Representative dance steps such as time steps, the
October is the month of wine festivals along the
Also Mi Casita will be serving New Mexican food.
Shuffle off to Buffalo step, and Maxie Fords will be learned along
Rhine River in Germany, throughout the Sonoma and
In the true spirit of the ancient Roman harvest
with many others, and by the end of this semester her class will be
Napa valleys in California and at 6406 Fourth Street festival, the Bacchanalia, participants will be invited
staging an exhibition tap dance in country-western costume. Their
N. W. in Albuquerque.
to climb into a 450 gallon vat - after washing their
tap exhibition, a country-western clog dance, will be done to modern
That's right, Albuquerque. Home of Rico's Winery feet - and trample some 800 pounds of grapes into
country-western music, which has "influenced a little of everything"
Which kicks off its third annual Bacchanalia and stuff of future wine festivals.
in the field of dance, according to Warfield.
Harvest
Festival at 2 p.m. Saturday.
Rico's will supply the wine for those who bring a
No previous classes or lessons are necessary to take the Health,
What this festival lacks in prestige and lineage, it wine skin and wish to display their prowess in the
Physical Education,. and Recreation course, and the only equipment
should more than make llp for in music, food, manipulation of the wine jet or simply their stamina
needed is "a pair of tap shoes and tapping feet." Almost anyone can
zaniness and proximity.
for chUgging.
.
learn to tap dance, and the rhythmic sense learned from its discipline
The featured, perhaps invisible at first, guest of
So as not to run afoul of the law, Rico's
can be usefully employed in other dan~e forms.
honor Bacchus - the Roman god of wine - may management warns that I D's will be checked.
Warfield began teaching at UNM in 1978 as an instructor in
become quite visible after the libation of the 350 to 400
The festival is a benefit and each $1 admission will
Ballroom Dance as well as tap. Her tap classes have always pargallons
of wine the winery owners expect to be con- go to the Shelter for Victims of Domestic Violence in
ticipated in many recreational activities, including an exhibition
sumed.
Albuquerque.
dance for the Kimo Theatre downtown performing arts group; a
Performances include jazz stylist Linda Cotton and
A glass of wine will cost from 75 cents to $1 and a
convention held at the Classic Hotel; nurSing and rest homes in
Street Life, The Small Planet Story Playhouse, the bottle will cost from $2.50 to $4.
Albuquerque, and frequently for the UNM Ballroom Dance Club.
She said that she is not sure if there is "that much interest in forming
a Tap Dance Club," but would like. to hear from people With
suggestions for activities or possible workshops.
.
Tap dancing grew from a melange of the clog dances, African
tribal dances, and Irish jigs. The first famous tap dancer to the
The ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
media of that day was Thomas Dartmouth "Daddy" Rice, an Irish
immigrant popular in the 1830s.
.
·
.Presents.
By Wt>rld War I, tap was in a cycle of continUing popularity,
•
'·>u
' ..
· hitting a peak in stage use with the artistry of Bill "Boj111tgles"
Robinson' in 1926. Movies that had sound were now ready to takesupremacy in Hollywood, and a whole gent.ration of tap dancers
'·
taught by the black choreographer Buddy Bradley soon were boxoffice draws.
-Directed by lngmar Bergman
Tap gradually lost its appeal as a fad, and was studied and
Starring: Bib! Anderson, Uv Ullmann
preserved mostly by serious dance students. Nationally, interest in
Gunnar Bjornstrand
'
tap dancing is again on the upsurge since Ruby Keeler's 1969
Broadway revival of "No, No Nanette," and "42ndStreet."
"Tap kind of comes and goes in popularity," Warfield said, but
there is always a 'continued interest.' Tap has lasted throughout the
years. The Broadway shows and the old movies, with Gene Kelly and
Students - $1.50
Fred Astaire stay around . , . " and add more fans of tap dancing as
revivals anci time goes by. Equally important parts for both men and
Others- $2.00
women in tap dancing have also added to its appeal, for the
SUB
'challenge dances' of Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire have now
become Classics. (Challenge dances consist of the two dancers
Theater
alternating Clemonstrating and performing steps, as one dancer
1967 B/W
challenges the other to repeat a newly-improvised step or figure).
Swedish dialogue with
Warfield gave up teaching at ACT in 1974 when she married. She

Jelly Biscuit
Only
Hamburger
Regular Fries
Hash Browns
Coffee or Juice ·
·..- Regular Coke

9&C

obtains a liquor waiver and license,
the pub would probably be next to
the games area.
A liquor waiver is needed in
order to serve liquor on the
university campus, but the state
legislature passed a July I deadline
for applying for such a waiver.
New Mexico Union Director
Cliff Holt said that in order for the
university to obtain a liquor waiver,
the state legislature must lift its July
l deadline or the statute must be
contested ill court.
Holt added that · even if the
university was able to obtain a
waiver, the idea of a pub must be
passed by the regents.
Martinez said that another idea
for SUB Entertainment included a
Video Cassette and T.V. Lounge,
Although an area has not been
selected for this yet, Martinez said
that it will probably be ready by the
fall of 1982.
Other ideas include investing in a
P .A. systetn, Which Martinez said,
would save about $3000 to $4000 a
year for costs of D.J.'s at dances:
renovation of the Subway Station;
renovation of the SUB Ballroom;
more concerts, and more participation in special events.

.Persona

~

Tonight
7:00, 9:15 p.m.

continued on R-8

English subtitles
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-Guide
continued from R-7
Sunday
6:30a.m. -Up, Up and Away '81
(7)

Des file de l.a
10 a.m.
Hispanidad (48)
2 p.m. Gran Fiesta en El
Madison (48)
6 p.m. - Mysterious Powers of
Man (7)
7 p.m. -- ABC News Closeup: A
l.ook at Hollywood's Film Industry

Raggedy Man

Eddie Tafoya
Ah . , . there are .those movies whose intentions arc to pass by the more
financialy appealing exploitations of sex and violence and aim directly at
the heartsrtings. Jack Fisk's directoral debut, Ragg~dy Man, is such a

movie.

Altnough some imperfections are left unco•;ered, and the plot and its
movements are sometimes too simple, the movie gels well at its conclusion
and becomes a psychologically profound statement about love, loyalty and
Mond~ty
guilt.
8:30 p.m. Country Music
Raggedy Man centers around the life of Nita Longley {Sissy Spacek), an
Association Awards (13)
abandoned mother with two sons, struggling in her wartime predicament
of being the sole telephone operator in a small Texas town. The job is
Wednesday
demanding and low paying. Despite optimistic implications from her
3:30 p.m. - Afterschool Special: employer, Nita is wedged in her career and financial positon and is
"Star-Struck" (7)
8 p.m. - J nst Another Missing l<id
(7)

(5)
9:30 p.m. - Board and Care: An
Oscar Winner about the Handicapped (5)

- Tapdancer·-------------continued from R-7

MOVmS
Snturdny
11 a.m.- Morituri(l4}
Noon - When the North Wind
Blows (4)
1 p.m.- Play Dirty (23)
I :30 p.m. -Arrowhead (14)
3 p.m.- What a Way to Go (23)
7 p.m.- Union Pacific (5)
7 p.m. - Ecscape from Bogen
County (14)
8 p.m. -· Elvis and the Beauty
Queen (4)
8 p.m.- Hero at Large (13)
10 p.m.- The Body Snatcher (23)
10:30 p.m.- Ring of Bright Water

previously obtained herBS in Nursing from the U~iversity of Califo_rn~aat
San Fransisco. A past president of the New MeXlco Health Assoctatlon,
her most enjoyable years in nursing have included being a Public Health
nurse for the Bernalillo County Health Department. She is currently
concentrating on her family: husband William, son Steven and daughter
Julie; and tap dancing, as it doe's not demand the extremely long hours
nursing does.
Her class for the Spring semester of 1982 will be held Tuesday and

11 p.m. - The Missiles of October
(14)

11:15 p.m. -The War at Home (5)
12:30 a.m.- The City (7)
12:30 a.m. - Bullitt (13)
1 a.m. - Murder is a One-Act Play

You've burned the midnight oil and cracked
more books than you care to remember. The
work is done. The papers are in. S~ nm-.:
you take a refresher course. The subJect; 1ce
cold Dos Equis beer. The Uncommon Import.
Study a frosty glass. You'll learn it has a

(4)

Sunda)'
11 a.m.- Son ()f Paleface (23)
Noon- Adventure (14)
1 p.m.- Till the End of Time (23)
2:30p.m. -The Matchmaker (14)
3 p.m. ~The World of Abbott and
Castello (23)
3:45p.m.- to be announced (14)
8 p.m.- Family Reunion (4)
8 p.m. - ... And Justice for All

IUL .·~-A

-

'·.

Down Argentine Way

'

10 p.m.- Pork Chop Hill (23)
11 p.m. -How Do l Love Thee?

.

~- "~;: ..... -~
,~-~;··:·

11:30 p.m. - My Kidnapper, My
Love (4)
12:30 a.m.- Firecreek (13)

(13)

'-/""

~

,J

(7)

Wednesday
1 p.m.- No Where to Hide {14)
7 p.m. JacqUeline Bouvier
K:enncdy (7)
7 p.m.- To Sir, With Love (14)
7 p.m. - Long Day's Journey into
Night {23)
.
8 p.m. - The Two Lives of Carol
Letner (13)
9:30 p.m. - El Rapto a Las
Sobinas (48)
II p.m.- The Black Bird (14)
II :35 p.m. - The Bingo L~:mg
Traveling All·Stars & Motor Kmgs

[05EQUIS

.,LULLJ.,;II

Amber and Special Lager

Balloon Books Mean Fund Search
The University of New Mexico
General Library's special collections department is trying to raise
enough money to purchase a
collection of about 100 books on
ballooning.
The collection, which is being
offered by Albuquerque bookseller
Jack D. Rittenhouse, is valued at
several thousand dollars.
The collection includes the first
printed book on manned balloon
flight.
The book, Description Des

Experiences De La Machine
Aerostatique, was published in
1783 in Paris, France.

...

.,.·

Other items in the collection
include the first printed book about
the first balloon flight in England in
1784, four major bibliographies,
military histories, technical studies,
works on trans-Atlantic and polar
flights by balloons and dirigibles,
pictorial histories and recent
practical manuals and other works.
"This is an excellent cross section
of books about ballooning and
aeronautics," Donald Farren, head
of the UNM General Library's
special collections department,
~aid, "If we a~quired it, it would be
a good basis on which we could
build gradually."

continued from page 1
have large samples from a broad
geographical area. Then you can
tell if there is a variation or
similarity along the line and why,"
George said.

The museum has few large
animals because they cost more to
collect and maintain. It is harder to
get a wide variation of larger
species, so they tend to stick with
the smaller ones.

Refugees Helped with English Project·
Gretchen Paslay
English language classes are
being offered on and off campus to
Indo-China refugees by the Refugee
Resettlement Training Project.
Funded by the state, the project
will help the refugees gain selfsufficiency by combining the
English lessons with knowledge of
everyday skills, such as filling aut
forms, learning how to use bus
services and how to grocery shop,
Joel White, director of the com-

munity college, said.
Refugees are c]Jrrently being
screened to determine what English
level they should study and to fill
out required state forms. The
screenings .are conducted in the
refugees' neighborhood, where
information fliers on Laotian and
Vietnamese have been distributed,
White said.
The project operates on a six·
month contract and intends to serve
400 to 500 refugees in the contract
period, White said.

Farren said he has been working
with the Friends of the UNM
Library and other persons
associated with UNM in trying to
identify potential outside donors
who would purchase the collection
for the UNM department.
The department does not have
adequate funds in its budget to
acquire the collection, he said.

But even the little animals aren't
easy to come by. There are a great
number of laws to abide by when
collecting animals for ·research.
Care must be taken because some
species are rare and illegal to catch.
For the museum staff's collecting
trip to Japan this summer,
numerous permits had to be ob·
tained to catch the small animals
(mostly moles, mice and bats), and
to bring them back to the United
States.
When the animals are in
museum's lab, they are skinned and
sluffed.
.
Skins and skeletons aren't the
only part of the animal the museum
keeps.
"We don't waste anything at all.
We look at the immunology in the
blood. We use the muscles for DNA
research. We don't throw anything
away," George said.

HE NEEDED BLOOD TO LIVE
Today millions of people depend on the many life-saving products
made from blood-plasma. The only cure for Dracula was a wooden
stake. But your Donation at YALE BLOOD PLASMA means life
for hemophiliacs, burn patients, victims of shock and many other
life·threatening diseases.

Bring this picture of the Count
for a $5.00 bonus
on ypur first donation
One per donor. Not good with other coupons.
Expires Oct, 9, 1981.
Valid student or military ID required.

New donors accpeted M-F 12:30-3:30PM

YALE BLOOD PLASMA
122 YALE SE
266-5729
Just south of McDonalds
Central & Yale
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is pleased to present

Reginald DePelichy, D.C.
speaking on

Herbal Medicine
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Thursday, Oct. 8 at 7:00p.m. ~
in Education No. 103
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public is, of course, invited
Don't forget our benefit burrito sale lor the
Very Special Arts Festival
also on Th urs d ay
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WE'RE NOT TELLING ALL. OUR SECRETS !
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Albuquerque, which has gained a
reputation as the "hot-air balloon
capital of the world," would be an
appropriate location for such a
collection, he said.

~Mammals---------

!iC

(5)

Tuesday
I p.m.- Dying Room Only (14)
2:30p.m. -The Leopard Man (7)
7 p.m.- Callie & Son (13)
7 p.m.- War and Peace (14)
7 p.m. - To Have and Have Not
(23)
.
9:30p.m. -Los lnocentes (48)
1t p.m.- We're No Angels (14)

rich, amber color unlike any beet: Now test
that big, bold flavor. You've got to admit,
.Dos Equis is in a class all by itself.

liE UNCOIIMON 1\FCIIt

(7)

Monday
1 p.m.- The Vagabond l<ing (14)
2:30 p.m. - Take the Money and
Run (7)
7 p.m. - War and Peace (14)
7 p.m.- Life with Father (23)
8 p.m.- Family Reunion (4)
9:30 p.m. - Misterios de Angkor
(48)
11 p.m.- The Hucksters (14)

Thursday mornings, 9:30 to 10:45, but those interested in tap are invited to
visit her Friday morning class this semester.
As a recreational activity, tap dancing has several benefits, it aids
relaxation and adds muscle tone,
And as Gene Kelly says, it also generates a "positive and joyous
emotion."
And how long can a person continue to tap dance? "Forever!" Warfield
said. It could very well be a contributing factor toward keeping Kelly,
Astaire- and even soft-shoe George Burns- young.

COURSE.

(7)

10 p.m. -

frustrated in her attempt to situate herself in a better situation. Her life
stays stable, yet dismal in her small town, and Nita's frustration and
loneliness grow with her seemingly incessant stagnation.
Nita's wretched life eventually se.es a sign of relief when a rain drenched
sailor (Eric Roberts) appears at her door. The sailor is young and hand·
some (he bears a striking resemblence to the poster outside of the Navy
recruiting office), and Teddy {the sailor) eventualy falls for both Nita and
her children, and during his four-day leave he serves as a substitute
husband and father. The match of Nita and Teddy is touching and sentimental and Fisk skillfully avoids any sappy love scenes.
The love affair, although a short lived casualty of circumstance, is a
well-engineered catalyst to writer William Wittliff's intriguing, twisting
plot.
Sam Shepard,in the title role, gives a good perfomance In the undemanding role of the mysterious, disfigured man who mows lawns for a
living and lurks about the corner of the movie frame, disappearing and
appearing at any given moment. His presence is almost always felt and his
motives and history mostly 11nknown, as he is always watching in his
mysterious, omnipresent way.
The finished product is an intelligent, touching movie enhanced by the
talent and prepossessing smile of Spacek and the audience respecting
directoral effort of Fisk. The smaller supporting roles of Teddy, the two
boys, and two terrorizing local misfits, are done adequately, but the script
still remains undemanding with not much room to display dramatical
talent.
Raggedy Man is by no means an Academy Award winner, but can very
well make for a well spent evening of sentimental nostalgia.

/~

y.y#.

THE PLACE
TO SHOP
THIS FALL.
GOOD LUCK
LOBO'S!

But after you visit the Carving Line in the Sidewalk Cafe, you may
wonder how we do it. Three entrees are cooked fresh daily, then
served piping hot with potatoes and gravy, roll andbutter and your
choice of vegetable. All for $2.50 to $2.95 ! So next time you're feel·
ing hungry for a delicious meal at a very tasty price, visit the Carv·
ing Line try us once -twice - then you'll know (how we do it).

There's More At The Union
Country StoreFruits, nuts, natural snacks

The WheelAn endless array of sandwiches, burger
baskets and fresh· baked desserts

Ice Cream ShoppeF'amous ice cream at infamously low pnces

2118 Central S.E.
(across from UNM)

Pocket Corner -·
Wt>'ll build you a classic pita bread sandwich

GOOD!
New Mexico

Union
Food service

,,
:f
.,'•
'·
'

..' '
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Arts

IN
MA·1 MEANS WARM-COMFORT

:.:·

Cool Good Looks Are Coincidental
.
US Alii FORCE FliGHT
JACKET - TVPE MA-1
Brand new. This jacket Is light·
weight but super warm. Jacket is
windproof, waterproof and revers I·
ble (the Inside is survival orange).
Outer shell is your choice of sage
green or navy blue.
This Is a reat government Issue jacket. At the

prlco ol a commercial copy.

11t

~\117Mil1\r%.,
4

~

WES'l'

P

A Real Army-Navy Store
XS, S. M. L ........ $45.75
XL ...................... $50.00

(1 ~ blks,

1
-
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Coal)
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-
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Free Fights Sunday for Film

l.,... •.

Peace Corps
. Cc:~mpus Recruiter's

Sports

I

,,

,,

..

j·.:

Q,_·-~---·

Tu!). Wed. Thur, 9:00am toll:OOam
plus Tua.5:30pm to 6:30P"l

rue. Wed. Thur.12:00pm to 1:00pm

OIUce Is located at the
Latin American Institute
at 801 Yale NE.
Call277·2961
lor appointment
or Just drop by.

,.,,
I

I

l

Eric Maddy
The story of ~x-University of
New Mexico student-athlete Victor
Romero will be told in a tv film
about the boxer who died in August
1980 of a brain hemmorage,
Students can . help the filming
Sunday by attending free fights at
the Civic Auditorium, 600 Elm NE,
The
promtsmg
19-year-old,
nicknamed Vito, died in a fr~ak
accident during a sparring session.
A $21,649 grant from the NM
Humanities Council will finance a
film documenting his career,

$2 Admission
For Vollevball
The L()bo volleyball team
meets the Japanese Junior
National Team tonight at 7:30 in
Johnson Gym. A!lmission is $2 a
person.
Since this is not part of the
regular seas()o, student ID cards
can not be used for admission.

oon'\ Be

Lobos Lead
Golf Tournev"

stupid
come
seeThe

Legend

Mike Putnam shot a hot 67 on
the second day of the Tucker
Invitational Golf Tournament at
the UNM South Golf Course to
take over the individual lead and
help New Mexico into an 11-stroke
team lead at the halfway point.
UNM's Cherry Squad has 591
Mrokcs after 36 holes, with Texas
Christian and Texas Wesleyan tied
for second at 602. The UNM Silver
Squad is in ninth place at 616.
Putnam leads Colorado's Rick
Cramer 140-142, with Lobos Dan
Daily at 147, John Baum at 148,
Marty VanHekken at ISO, David
Baker at 153 and Pon Hurter at
154. All but Daily are on the Cherry
Squad.

Work in
Sunny
California
overlooking
the blue
Pacific

15.00 Ah-rgan Kit 4.69
CCIII lor low prlc:es on hard,
son or semi '"SOH lenses

Casey Optical Co.
(l doors wes:f of Your Drug)

4306lomljJs at Wcnhmg1on
265·88.tO

Bob Valles toll free (BOO) 235·5967.

PACIFIC MISSILE
TEST CENTER .
Point Mugu, California
Located In Ventura County 55 miles
North of Los Angeles

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

"The Reasonable Tennis Club Membership"
Start playing tennis today at the Lobo Tennis
Club. We have individual and family memberships for as little as $25 down and $25 a
month until paid in full. The "Lobo" features
14 tennis courts, volleyball, horseshoes,
basketball, league and club activities and the
best lighted court in town. Memberships
available include:
Type

tn huild ltomccl)nlinA fl«mts.

•nhtr lniilding•. ami
indu!t1rial cunstrut'fiort.
I.IIJ 12 ~1. ~\\

2-f:!.. t·Hii

PEACE CORPS
MEANS
BUSINESS.
Teach bookeep1ng 1n
Bei1ze Help manage a
hand1cratt shop 1n Tonga
Work w1th FilipinO lend1ng
guJdei~nes
In over 60
countnes Peace Corps
can use your bus1 ness
Skills to help provide JObs
and economic growth.
Call Peace Corps.

For information on Peace
Corps and a personal
interview call277·2962.

Membership

Fee

Monthly
·Dues

Alumni, UNM Faculty, Staff

and~ Lobo Club members:
Individual . , ......... , ..... $175.00
Family, ... , .... , ... , .. , ... $350.00
UNM Student , ...... , .. , . . .
$125.00
Others:
Individual .............. $250.00
Family ....... , .... , .•.. $500.00

$12.50
$25.00
$12.50

$12.50
$25.00

Individual or group lessons are available.
Instructors: Mark Hamilton, UNM Men's tennis coach
Curtis Krykowskl, UNM Asst. Men's tennis coach
For more Information come down to the Lobo Tennis Club,
1710 University SE (across from the Pit) or call242·2697.
Bring in this ad and play one time as our guest during
October or November.

5111\F£
THE FUTURE
OF ENERGY
TECHNOlOGY
1115 a taH order. Yet, it is a challenge that must be met Our
future as an industrial soc1ety depends on OlJr ability to
f1nd more efficient ways to use our lirnifed fUel resources.
At Floor. we are workmg hard to fmd the answers
For over .60 years. we have helped the energy mdustnes by
des1gn1ng and bu1ldtng modern reflnmg, petrochemical.
chem1cal and natural gas facilities. Dunng that time, Fluor
engineers have been 10 the forefront of energy
related technology
At present. we are applying m:!W methodology •n the
extractiOn of 011 from tar :sands and shale. coal gasJfJcatton
and I he refmmg ol high sulphur feedstocks_ Thts 1s a
challengtng, excltmg ttme for eng•neerswho are mterested
1n solvmg complex problems
Graduates w•th degrees tn Chemtcal. Mechanical. Ctvtr or
Electncal Eng1neenng are UW1ted to help us shape the
ruture ol energy technology For complete career
mformat10n. talk. to our campus reCruiter. or write to·
Southern Caltlorma DJVtsroh
CoTiege Relatrons
3333 MIChelson Dnve
1rvlne, Califotnia 92730
Fluor EnO!neers & Constructors, Inc.
HOuston Dtvislon
4620 N_ BraeSwood aJvd.
Houston, TX 77096

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
October15

ll"nl nr huy •1•J>Ict• an<lnailcrs

1 \,,.,.,,,(~!'1\~r~<.\1~

For advanced Information call

''The premise of the movie is
if Vito had lived, he'd have kept
moving up in the ranks," producer
Jan Richard Bartelstone said.
"We're going to film opening
scenes at the Civic where Vito
fought four fights,"
Seven fights start at 2 p.m. The
feature bout is a 119-pound battle
between Ronnie Rentz, 1981
national Golden Gloves champion,
against Tommy Cordova, who
knocked out a 131-pounder last
Sunday.
filming starts !\found 3;30 p.m.
Sunday. Admission is free, with
normal prices on beer and hot dogs.
"it's just meant to be a fun af·
ternoon," .Bartelstone said,
"Vito was up to a junior
lightweight (130 pounds), but he
would have ended up a lightweight.
He was just starting to fill out his UNM English professors on the
frame. Vito wasn't even at his peak, project. "Jim Barbour, Joe Zavadil
and that is only part of the and Pavid Johnson are my
tragedy," Bartelstone said,
humanities scholars. They supervise
"He only needed about three the project and research humanistic
more fights to get himself ranked, issues involved with the movie. The
fighters usually start getting at· film is not just a biography of Vito
tention after 15 fights or so, and his Romero, but it goes much much
record was 9-1."
deeper. That's why the title, Death
Barte1stone is working with three of a Lightweight,"

fluor Eng meers & Constructors. 1nc

CONTACT LENS SPECIAL

{/

Contact your Campus Plocemenl Oltice now.

presents

,;

oHice hours are:

Relax on the Beaches, in nearby Mountains and Desert.
Civilian career opportunities with the U.S. Navy
• ELECTRONICS
• AEROSPACE
• ELECTRICAL
• CIVIL
• MECHANICAL
• SOFTWARE
Responsibilities include design d~velopment, test evaluation and operation of Naval missile systems.
QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS:
BS Degree in Engineering
U.S, Citizenship
CAMPUS INTERVItWS: Fri., October 23

The Lobo
Tennis Club

'i'FWOR
...
We are proud to be an Equal Opportunity
Employer M/FIH!V
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1. Personals

Marron Hall, Room 131. All submissions must be
typed and have name, address, phone on each piece.
Enclose self-addressed stamped envelope if you wish
to have your work ret~rned, UNM st~dents, fnc\llt:r,
staff and alumni only, DeacUine Dec, 4.
lfn
EL TORO IF I said you had a ~real body would yqu
hold it against me?. lloo Boo
10/8
SHOIIT OF .Fll NDS Enchilada, red or greed cl!lle
.89. Bjg burrito, red or green chile, $1.00, Tostada
red or green chill. ,59 AI the Casa Del Sol in the New
Mexico Student Union Bldg.
10/10

ACCIJRhT~;
INFORMATION ABOUT con·
trnceptlon, sterlli>lltion, abortion. Ri&ht to Choose.
Z94-0!71.
tfn
PREGNANCY Tt:STING & COUNSELING. Phone
247-98.19.
tfn
I'ASSPORT AND IDENTIFICATION photos, 3 for
$6.00!! Lowest prices in town! Fast, pleasing, near
UNM. Cull 265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd.
~&
tfu
CUINI\SE DUFF~f. CHEAP All you can eat, Lunch
$3.00, supper $4,50, Sunday Brunch $3.00. Jap-Jao's
Place, 5000 Central Ave. S,ll.
tfn
REWARD FOR D. KILL'S wallet. Urgently needed.
CONTACTS·POLISIIING, SOL\JTIONS Casey 277·2138, days. 247-9745, nights,
10/13
Optical Company on Lpmas just west of Washington.
LOST: LONG TURQUOISE Earring, area of
tfn Scholes and facultY Club Tuesday, October 6, Call
WE DOT DISTRIDUTORS. 1'1escripHon eyeglass 277·6249 or come to Scholes 119. Reward.
10/14
frnm~s. Greenwich Village (l.ennon styles), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65,00), Pay Less Opticians, FOUND:. SETTER CROSS puppy. About four
5007 Menaul N.ll., across from La Belles.
tfn months .old, female with four while paws and star on
forehead. Found ncar Dartmoutn and Garfield. No
WEIISTER COUNTY BEAUTY, I carry yol! .oollar. To claim plcao~e call 256·0225 evenings or 842,
10114
ewowhcrc In ~ locket over my heart. Summer 9960 mornings.
Brcelc, won't you ever rustle mY curls again?. 10/12 LOST: GREEN JACKET, Mitchell Hall, 10·5,
10/8
iiiNm;..•:ATING/WEIGHT Weight Problems: 256· Reward call 843·6579,
(SSJ.
10/12 MAl.E TERRIER DOG (no collar) found on campus
10/13
WEIJJJINGS UNLIMITED. CUSTOM gowns • Monday night, 10·5. Cali 277·3279.
brides, bridesmaids, mothers. Men's Jackets. For· FOUND: PAIR OF Glasses in blue case at Utilities
Uldg, 8 a.m., Oct. 1. Claim at 131 Marron Hall. 10/8
mal'ca,ual. Tommie Bedford, 898-6571, Cakes tool.
10113 LOST: NECKLACE, JASPER stone in oval silver
m:AR su~;. HOPt: you liked the Ka2oo. 1 Love setting on ,silver chain. Possibly around J obnson
10/8
You! Barthol~mew.
10/9 Gymnasium. 299·1645. Reward.
JAC. GI.AD YOU'RE back. Road trip Friday. Love, LOST II LACK I.ADRADOR mix puppy near Girard.
10/B
Spoiled llrat.
I 0/8 I' lease t'llll268·5573.
LOST TURQlJOISt: ZUNI earring initialed S. Q.
Df-~Pf:IIATELY WANT TWO Pat Benatar tickets.
10/12
Will pay$20 each. 336·1696, 836-5713.
10/8 Zuni. If found contact 266·9306. Reward.
IIE'rfEII TJIAN SEX? ISkydiving just could bel I FOUND: AMERICAN IIISTORY book. Come to
tfn
Hnd out at UNM Skydiving Club Meeting, Thursday, room 131 Marron Hall to claim.
10/8 CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
Oclllber8, 8:00p.m., Rm. 231E SUB.
tfn
Sl'l'l'OitTTIIE ARTS ... A bcncnt Burrito Sale for 8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tlw Very Special Arts Festival, Thursday, October 8th
un the mall nod Medical School Plaza, Conceived and
,;un•octcd by the Prc·Mcdicall'rofcsslons Club.
10/8
ROLLI·:n SKATE SAU:. Going out Of business we GUil'Alt I.ESSONS; AI,L styles. Marc's Guitar
<Jllll }OU win. Dealer costs on new skates and
tfn
equipment. F;uunstic values on used skates. Hurry, Studio. 265·3315.
ll<ladnumcr fun. 2214 Central S.E. across from T\'PIN<; • STUDENT/IIUSINF.SS work, Including
experienced,
statiltical!technical. 'Reasonable,
l' N'>l. Open weekdays, 3-9 p.m., weekends 10·10.
I0/26
10113 competent, 296·6299.
!It; TIIOl' ROMl'LAN, the ZPU emerges. Scan the PROFESSIONAL TYPING o~· English MAl editor.
Irnn ll11g. Mul Romula. (Hcil Rotnula)
10/8 Vast experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
10127
TO'HGIH OANCI; TO "The Twisters" LA's available. 266·9550,
lu>ltC'!I rock group. Ned's 4ZOO Central S.E.
10/8 A· I TY I'IST ·TERM P AP~;RS, Resumes 299-8970.
10130
JUiT ,\ !'.NACK. So papilla with honey .35, Salsa and
dup' .?~, Nachos $1.00. Casa Del Sol In the New IIE!;TUING YOUR THING at WILD WEST
\lc,koSiudcnt l'nion.
10/10 MUSIC. ~LJPER selection of string< for your musical
10/9
COLO· A t.ARGI~ bowl of what. Large chile (red or instruments!.
~rccnJ $1.25, Posole S1.2S, Beans .65. Casa Del Sol in CAJ,L 243·3585 ANYTIMt: for inexpensive foreign
the New Mexico Student Union.
10/10 language tutoring or private inmuction. Spanish,
10/16
l'NM FRATERNITIES AND sororities wish Lobos Frenclt. Mark Frobo.se. MA languages,
"ell at l!(>mecoming Game. We'll be behind you all
thcw:w.
10/9
HtO!'.I THE Zl'l' Twel'c Romulan swords salute
thee and thine achievements. President Sadat.
I arcwcll. (M2. ZPU)
I0/8
STEVE T., IS that a promise? ll«.ause I mean
bminc". I think ~ol!'re wonderful.
hl/8
I! EAR JUDY, HAPPY 18th birthday. Have a good
one. I'red die,
I0/8
WRITt:RS· CONCF.PTIONS SOUTIIWF.ST Is now
acceplins literary submissions for its spring 1982
JIIUC. Uring poetry, fiction, non-fiction, plays, etc, to

2. Lost & Found

3. Services

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE 810 • MAT
GMAT • OAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT • SAT • CPA· TOEFL
MSKP • NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NOB • NPB I • NLE

~-HIUIPUIN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Test Preparafton Special•~ts
S111ce 1938

PROFESSIONAL I\F.Sl!MF.S265·908Z,
tli/19
TYPII'IG • UEASONABLE- RELIABLE·
REFERENCES, PLEASE CALL 299-6256 or 2992676,
10/12
TYPING • THESIS, DISSERTATION, reports,
statistical, call AN NITA 299·3781.
1()/3()
TYPING· FAST, ACCURATE, reasonable, 2472583.
10/16
ACCURATE, EXPERIENCED TYPIST: college
work, resumes, transcribing, 294-()167,
Hl/30
FORMALLY SF.PARATED OR CONSIDERING
DIVORCE? Here is legal help most people can. a(~
ford. You have someone to turn to for guidance In
divorce ami separation matters. Uncontestecl divorce
with profl':rtY s~ttlement, <!nd children •• $100.00. ),
CarrUI11 S. Legal Clinic, Court costs additional.
Jl)/30
Western Dank. 242·2602 for appointment.
TH~:SES,
DISSERTATIONS, PROPOSALS
EDITED. CST tutoring Jan Grover, 265·6094, 10/8
FAST, ACCURATE TYPING, typeright. 265·52()3,
(()/21
Rf:SUM~:S: WRITIEN, TYPED, Ten copies. One
page, $10.00; two page, $15,00. 84H579.
10/14
~;XPI\RT

4. Housing
FOR RENT: Eff'ICIENCY apartment. $(80/mo.,
all Utilities paid, Air conditioned, swimming pool,
laundry facilities. For more information contact
resident manager, 14!0 Girard NE, 266.8392, 255·
6256, or 898-7517.
tfn
THE CITADEt·SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, from $205. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets. I520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
UMN AREA I BEDROOM .apt. for rent, $185.00 per
month, utilities included. No pe(l, Cali293·1070 after
10/9
5:00p.m. or weekend$.
ENORMOUS, QUIET, TW().BEDI\OOM furnished
townhpuse apt., fireplace, 9 ft. closets, $350, utilltiC$
paid, no pets, children, 247-8724,
tfn
HOUSilMATE WANTED· MOON, Menaul area,
$140/mo. plus v, utilitie,s, 298-1438 after 7 p.m.I0/12
SHARE DELUXE 2·BEDROOM $140.00 plus
10ll2
deposit. On east Central, 292·2465.
ROOMMA Tt: • 3 DORM, HOUSE, one mile west of
UNM. $150/month. Furnished. Call843-6753. 10/13
ROOMMATE • 3 BDRM. HOUSE wd $130 per
month plus one. third of utilities. 25$-3054,
10/13
I BLOCK FROM CAMPUS. Large 3 bedroom apt.,
off-street parking-$300 pius utilities, 293-5602.10/14
1 IIEDIIOOM FURl\IISIJEU ADOBE apt.
wtfireplace- 1908 Gold S.E. 5200 plus utilities· 293·
5602.
10/14
LOOKING FOR ONE roommate for large three
bedroom home. Fireplace, Dishwasher, washer,
dryer. Close bike ride to UNM $ISO month and onethird of utilities. 266·8334.
lOllS

Class starts
Oct. 24

5. For Sale

8. Miscellaneous

9. Las N oticias

6. Employment

THE
HELLISH DICTIONARY

9am·11pm7 days a week
6519 4th NW

FOR

Fast Free
Delivery
Open
Early Oct.

Casey Optic a~ Co.
(3 doors WEST of lluoll Drug)
L MAS AT WASHINGTON 265·111146

D.E~~~SH .1l!L...
'1!1
PEOPLE

BY

JOSEPH BARKER
- D\/EI1400 ENTRIES ft£AD1HII 01C110~AAf 4110 IECOIU. HI:LLIIkLi' fi!I'O~MID

Revised Edition

-~· ""'
•~ , urtar
~rc'S~J~.
r~~~ · ent~r

New & Out·of·P~intBooks
NM the West&AdobeSpecialists
CHAMISA BOOKSHOP

. ( ;..
-

1602 CENTRAL S.E. i NEAl\ UN IV. BLVD'
OPEN: 1-liPM, M-S ..T, PH. 243-3100
We &arch & Special Order

·1

J

.

""'..
-.~

J

--

Covered

Enroll now!

.
i

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

G){}) Share-A-Roof

ACROSS
1 Once atoond

All Ages

4 Worship
9 High: Mus.
12 Beverage
13 Kind of pris-

Roommate Finders

OLDTOVVN

266-2670

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mextco Datly Lobo
.. ___ times(s) beginning
. under the heading (circle
one); 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services. 4. Hous1ng; 5. For
Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel, 8. Mtscellanf!OUS

track

oner
14 Court
15 Explosions
17 Head rest
19 Fond desire
21 Yes:Sp.
22 Land meas-

ure
25 Moslem Chief
27Mud
31 Large truck
32Went

34 Man's nick·
name
35 Beverage
36Sob

37 Down: Prefix
38 Memory
41 Scottish cap

42 Halt
43 Trangress

44 Girl's name
45 Teutonic deity

47 Paradise
49 Denunciation

'\

r-'i~-'\ \

17' per word, $1.00 minimum charge
11' per word per day for five or more consecutive days

Marron Hall, Ro<>m 131
1Heflt't'C'II Uiolnf.(1J tllltl./mtma/i.~lll at }rift• ~· Ut•domloJ

6'0..,

:-~\·

\~ ~~

~ '(}~. ~'~

\<:-- '0

at UNM Bookstore,
Newsland on Central
B. Dalton
Bookseller (Win rock)
Funntest book in these parts
Makes an ideal gift
Perfect gift for fflend,
/over or enemy
Truly a ltst of laughs,
read tl slowly so you won't
laugh yourself to death.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Cut Your Rent Costs
In Half

...,.agon

On Sale

jm·

.G. -n
I

CAMPUS EMPLOYMENT N.M. Union
cnterin~ is now hiring students available to work
during noontime hours. Part·dme work with free
meal benefits. Apply at N.M •.Union Food Service
Office, ask for Mr. Rockovitz.
tfn
NF.ED SUBSTITUTE PERSON. to wash, wrap, an<!
sterilize instruments at the Abortion and Pregnancy
Testing Clinic, M·T·W, 12-5; Fri. morn. 8-12, Call
f.or appointment, 265-95 II.
I0/12
ONE Pa';RSON. NEEDED for parHirne ski sales, One
person ne,dcd for sports footwear sales, Experience
required. Call Nate Bishop, 292·8454.
10/12
JOB INFORMATlON Alaskan and Overseas em·
ployment. Great income potential. Call602·941·8014
Dept. 924 .. Phone call refundable.
10/8
NIGil'f .EDITOR NEEDED: The Lobo needs
someone to war~ Sunday through Thursday nights.
Must be proficient in English grammer. Experience
with newspapers and text editing systems .preferred,
Ca11277-S556 and ask for ~elly Gibbs.
10/8

7. Travel

for rent by the hour
344-7727

CONTACt LENS
SALT TABLETS $4.50
B&L SQUEEZE BOTTLES
$2.00
.

ON

ACOUSTIC 124 GUITAR Amp. $550.00 268·3522
after 6:00PM.
10/14
FIVE PIF.CE TAMA drum set with ZII. All hardware
incltlded plus trone and mike stand with boom. Call
John at 277-3472 anytime.
10/13
DEATLE FAN. WANTED to share expenses for Los
1969 01\fW 1600, Rebuilt engine, transmission, etc. Angeles convention 277·3589.
10/9
Many extras, Must sell, $2700. 242·8219.
10/13
RIDE NEEDED TO Flagstaff, Arizona, October 12.
CENT\JRION BICYCLES ON sale. Prompt, expert 255-6748.
10/9
repairs, Tires and tubes repaired while you wait.
GOING SOMEWHERE? AI>Vt:UTISE in the Daily
Harvard Bike House, 137 HarvardS.E. 255·8808.
tfn
J()/9 Lobo.
YOUNG DL\JE & GOLD Macaw, $700, Baby
African Grey, $450. 242·7063 after six,
W/9
1974 SUZUKI G'£55(), good condition, $675,00, 821:
8642.
10/12 USAF fLIGHT JACKETS. Genuine .. Field jackets,
KF.NWOOD KR54t)O AMP, KD 1033 tUrntable, new and used, from $35.00, Kaufman's, a real ArmY·
10/13
speakers,. all for $300, 292-0135 after 6:00,
10/12 Navy Store, 504 ValeS, E. 256-0000,
1976 PINTO, GOOD condition, best offer. 1971 CREATIVE WRITING WORKSHOP students will
Pontiac station wagon, $750. Call 277·.l841 or 277· receive a 50 percent discount on 1981 Con~eptions
5742. au.
wts Southwest, UNM's fine anslliterary publication.
PURPLE ALLIGATOR AND Rainbow .shoelaces, Regular price $4. Now through Oct. 9, only in
beautiful posters, books and recordings. Mon·Sat, 9· Marron Hall, Room 131. Must present Fall 1981
schedule.
10/9
6, Rainbow Place, 5SS·B Wyoming NE, 255·5222,
1018 ART 123 STUDENTS will receive a .50 percent
HANGGLJDt:R $350, IN good shape, 243-4301 discount on 19&1 Conceptions Southwest, UNM's
evenings.
10/8 fine arts/literary publication. Regular price $4. Now
through Oct, 9, only in Marron Hall, Room 131.
1979 1\fG Mlll.GET. Very low rnileage, excellent Mu~t present Fall 1981 schedule.
10/9
condition, call884-8547.
10/8
WANTED Ill DE-A-liED COUCHES ;md boy's t~n·
JltAMIYA C220 ZV. x Z't~ camera with 3 lenses: spe~d bicycle, good condition, 821·4935.
10/8
65mm. SOmm, IJ~mm. E~eellent condition $299,
242·7228.
10/15
WE DOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription ey~glass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimless. $$4.50 regular $65,00 Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Menaul N.ll. across from La Belles.
tfn OKTOBERFF.S'f CELEBRATION· SUB, ~oonume,
presents Shrine German !land from 11:00 a.m. ·1:00
p.m. SUUSouth.Lawn. October 14th.
10/14
SIMON & liARD JAZZ Dup, Monday, October
IZlh, 12 noon·I:OO p.m. SUB Ballroom. Sponsored
PART·TIME JOil afternoons and evenings, Must be b)•SUU Entertainment.
10!14
able to work Friday and Saturday nights Must be 21 "f'AME" DISCO DANCE. Oct. 9 & lOth at the
years old. Apply in person, no phone calls, please. Subway Station. For more information call (!77Saveway Liquor Stores a~ .5704 Lomas NE, 5516
10113
Menaul NE.
tfn 6492) (277-4506).

Hot Tubs

For 1111otm:Jt•on. Pl~a~~ Calf:

265·2524·

APi\RTMENT NEAR UNM TVI, I bedroom un·
furnish~d 8-ple~. $165,00 month you pay electric 242·
9158 or 242·7Q8 I.
10/14
APARTMF.NT FOR RENT4 blocks west ofUNM.
Qne bedroom. f~ll bath, beamed ceilings $160.00
month utilities not included. 6 mo. lease,JZ5.00
deposit, no dogs. Evenings 243·5237.
10/13
FEMALE WANTED TO share two bedroom house
ill far north valley, Prefer non-tobacco smoker
around 30 with ~teady Income and auto, $(25.00 plus
897-1574.
10/10
ROOMMATE WANTED THREE bedroo111 hguse,
fireplace, close to UNM, f~rnished. $165.00 month
includes utilities 255·485 I mornings or evenings.
10/14

53 Simpletons
57 Hasten
58 Asian capital
60 Noise
61 Dutch tO'Ml
62 Canonized

person
63Some

DOWN
1 Chern. bldg.
2 Everyone
3 Edible seed
4 Choir voice
5 Unequal
6 PrepoSition

7 Corded cloth
8 Goddess of
discord

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

9 Boring tool
10Card game
11 Haul
16 Pronoun
18 Englishman:
Slang
20The self
22Declares
23 West Pointer
24 MD's alde
26 Musical
lnstrumel'tt
28 Cyprinoid

fish
29 Fortification
30 Dropsy
32Write

33Seaeagle
35 Indian tent
39 Preposition
40Anger
41 Theron sym-

bol

44 Southern
blackbird
46 Cheers
48 Redact
49 Article
50 Concealed
51 Female ruff
52 Chinese

pagoda
54 Harem room
55 Metal
56 Vessel's

curved
planking

59 Nickel symbol

